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SAARC Year of the Girl Child

The Girl Child in India
So deeply entrenched is the ideolory of son preference, that a mother not only hopes and prays for a boy but
actually fears the birth of a daughter...

as the turigan leal tremble.s with a gust of wind
mg heart tremble.s at the thought
tlat I mag gioe birth to a daughter.*
. - ir " ' .,.1'r l.: -: 1 .:,. Tlr: 5i:th o[ a soir is causc fol ,1r.:.i'. ti.r'.,ir'1.r.r -.,puolic
proclamations
with drumming, singing and
of a girl is an occasion, not uncommonly, for disap- thatlndian
pointment, or at best indifference. A woman in a North
song laments

T:rCitltl:h'. tlt: ttti li: i: :':1.' .-:

Listen, O Sukhma, what a tradition has started
Drums are plaged at lhe birth of a bog
But at.mg birth onlg a brassplate wes beaten *

-

The girl child not only has the right to survive, but also the right to be free of malnutrition, ignorance, disease
and poverty. Onless the girl becomes a priority in health, nutrition and education policies, the goals of 'Health
for All', universal elementary education, justice and an egalitarian social order, will remain unrealizable and rhetorical.

For girls who are still growing up, it is not yet too late to make good the deprivations that have historically
lotof one-half of our populatibn. A comprehensive movement has to be activated to transform the culair!.hilr'!"el S,1lh r: :tltlpitgg ::l'-::t ::::::::l;
trtral valtles and inqtitrrfinn< tha*
!, -::-^:l::'
^eS"tiVe! 4ff^c[
scored by sincere effort, social commitment and political will. We must act nowi we can no longer silentty
consent to generation upon generation of our daughters growing into physically, intellectually, and socialty disbeen the

inherited adults.

'From I/rc lnner \l/orlc|

cl ps-r,rcllo-.l

rdl!/tlc -s&/dg o/ clrikllxrtr! ,tn<l

\(

r'i('hl in , r(/r.l l)v S. Kakar.

Delhir OOP, 1 978.
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The idea for the title of this quarter's theme comes from a popular ry
Cornmercial for 'Co Cool lce Cream' where men are shown jumping about and
women preening themselves. ln the world of political reality they are not merely
jumping but actually putting up obstacles
the objective: to seek power and then
retain it. Incidentally 'Karega'for the non-Hindi-knowing
means 'will do' 'Will Do
Anything for Power.'
We, as a people have touched rock bottom. We are corrupt, palm greasing is the
norm. An hclnest person apart from being a bloody nuisance is considered a
menace to socieg. lt is no longer possible for the meritorious to achieve anything
whether in the
be it admission to higher institutions of education or get a job
-public or private sector purely on the strength of merit. Forty three
- years of the
'pt:rnrit-licence-quota raj'has
destroyed the nroral ancl ethir,,i lilrr,. of the rrirriott.
Age old inler-religious and inter-caste animosities have been resurrected by
so-called 'leaders' in the pursuit of power and pelf. All this is common knowledge.
And yet we as a people are doing little to resist and reverse this slide into decay
other than passing cynical comments. Have we, as a people, become robots to be
manipulated by every upstart politician
and there are dozens emerging every
- society in the pursuit of his or her
day, mostly from among the dregs of our
personal gain?
We have, it would appear stopped thinking and lapsed into fatalisnr accePting
our fate as inevitable. Where there are protests ihey are either in suPPort of some
religion or caste or linguistic consideration. There is little or no evidence of anger at
bureaucratic and political misrule; at economic policies discarded the world gver
but thriving in our land because controls mean power. As the popular c/iche goes
there is light at the end of the tunnel. But our tunnel seems to be never-ending and
the light nowhere discernible.
And yet as thinking people we cannot allow ourselves to be led by our noses
indefinitely. The initiative for this will have to come from those outside the pale of
politics
from the common people.
and politicians
We shall pursue this line of enquiry in our subsequent issues.
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The National Front government's main achievement has
beeir.to prove that lndia can only be ruled by the
Congress(l) and the Nehru-Candhi dynasty.
Tavleen Singh, /ndian Express, November I I

V/e are beginning to be an unstable nation and our
salvation lies in decentralisation.

Many, especially among the urban intelligentsia recall
bitterly that Mr. (V.P.) Singh never uttered a truer word
than when he said that he woud be a "disaster" as Prime
Minister.

lf the political leadership is wise, it will seek to begin the
exercise of reordering federal-states relations sooner
rather than later. Such an exercise would help in

B.G.

Cirish Karnad, Ihe Sundag Tintes of lndia, December 30

resolving the problems of Punjab, Kashmir and Assam.

Verghese,lndian fupress, November 1 I

What things are unclean? Beer, wine, faeces, menstrual
blood, non-muslim men and women, the flesh of
sodomised camels.

S. Nihal Singh,

Ihe

Week, December 30

Politicians are villains. We are bad, butyou (the lndian
people) are equally bad.
Syed Shahabuddin, quoted in Sundag, December

The Little Green Book of Ayatollah Khomeini,
quoted inThe Spectator, June 9

l6

We leaders mess up things, but I'm sure people will keep
us on the right track.

The backward classes are now being traded like
commodities by the political vultures. Politicians of all
shades and sizes are trying to make morsels of their
miserable existence.

Rajiv Candhi,

lndiaTodag, November 15

Poornima Dixit /ndran Express, November 1990

lndian bureaucracy is by any test already the worst in the
world, and the thought of it getting even worse is too
depressing to think of.

We know how to throw out leaders and even to choose
new ones; but once the cboice has been made, our
politicians do not know what to do with the power they
have won.

Bernard Levin, Ihe Sta tesman

\/'tdrxlsl Poirtlcs in r*nirta is) tlre drt tlt tttterpreting r)ulrexisting inscriptions wriften in invisible ink on a blank

Sudhir Mulji, Eusiness lndia, November l2

Nature provides a free lunch, but only if we control our

apetites.

Page.
Simon Keys, Netu York Reuieut of Book, October I I

Life begins at 65, and I shall be working for the future.
Margaret Thatcher, Iime, December

l0

We arc a diverse plural nation and the sooitet we acc.zu't

',i" tltr L..ttci.

Cirish Karnad , The Sutdag Tines of lndia, December 30
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William D. Ruckelshaus,WorldLink, July 1990

The most persistent tendency in lndia has been to have
too much government and too little administration; too
many laws and too liftle justice; too many public servants
and too little public service; too many controls and too
little welfare.
:

i-,,; .',. . -ji'1,, * -i., r.* ui i.r io, i i"i,, u i',trt,,.',.i rc.tul
",
Trinity College Cambridge, November 7
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an6" k\ngs-,,
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How is

it

Your Business' Mr.

f,overnment?
Not being a businessman or an
ndustrialist I do not know what the
mplications are of a recent notification
ssued by the Government of lndia
rnder the Companies Act 1956.
According to the notification no sole
;elling agents can be appointed by
:ompanies for a period of five years
'rom September 1990 in respect of
-rmpanies engaged in the sugar,
ranaspati, cement and paper industries.

I wonder why the State should get
nvolved in what is essentially a comnercial decision. lt is for the company
:oncerned to decide whether it wants a
;ole selling agent, or a hundred selling
lgents. lf I start a venture producing
something that has demand, I would
resent government telling me how

I

should run my business.
This is precisely what lndian busi.
nessmen and entrepreneurs face today.

At every turn they have to cope with a
bewildering number of regulations. The
State need not heln btrt need it otrt rro
itui urcsl

All talk of "liberalisation" is so much
hogwash until such time as the bureaucrats and their very temporary masters

keep their prying fingers out

of

such

matters. Meanwhile what they ought to

be doing

providing efficient and

clean government

is not given a sec-

ond thought. But -then if they were to
attend to their own business how will
they make their pile on the side?
SVR

ment for Democracy (P.O.Box 3000,
J D Denville, New Jersey USA
damerrtal nature being presaged in 07834), the annual subscription is
South Africa, students of democracy US$24 plus mailing charges.
and democratic movements, as well as
intelligent citizens need more time to Our filthy cities
ponder over the future of our priceless
I wonder whether our Bombay
human heritage. Much of what is hap- friends have noticed a new phenomepening is developing at a feverish non. ln all these fifty-five years and
pace; the print media churns out infor- more of living in the city, never have I
mation at an equally feverish rate. All seen more choked gutters than what
this confounds the ordinary reader of assail us now. Overflowing gutters and
newspapers who may be tempted to heaped refuse have been part of our
throw up his hands in despair at not recent glorious urban heritage. But
being able to make much sense of all
these till now were generally on the
these.
fringes of slums, markets and confined
It is in this context that the launching to a few corners. Unfortunately the last
of the Journal of Democracg becomes few years have witnessed almost all the
extremely significant to all of us, who storm drains, the gutters, the rain water
are well-wishers of democratic civiliza- pipes of buildings giving way and the
tion. With democracy becoming almost streets at short distances covered with
a global movement the need to clarify slime, dirt and filth. This is a new deterithe fundamental principles, analyse oration and eloquent testimony to the
developments, comprehend the chal- total failure of the civic administration in
lenges, and above all try to guide not even attending to its primary duties.
through the welter of developments are I suspect the villains of the piece are the
desiderata.
roadside vendors of eatables who turn
streets into eating establishments
T\.' irrr.n:l in th^ tlrree issrres that the
,
.1.
,I !l
r,, i '1,- ..
r' '
' .'--:
Europe, with State Socialism totally discredited and political changes of a fun-

llcl!c c.lfrPcclicJ ru idi ti.r> 1UJi,r..,U>ij

combined articles on democratic theory with analyses of political develop-

ments. Most professional

With changes sweeping over Eastern

journals

generally tend to be unreadable but the

Journal of Democracg steers clear of
all jargon. Each issue carries reviews of
significantly important books; equally
important are the contemporary documents from different countries reasserting fundamentals and publicizing
tire starrJ of tlerrtt-rtratic actiorr groups.
Also, eaclr issue has a seetion giving
.
rrrll\

The Journal of Dernocracg

-

t I
L-r'L

I

I

,,r.

.
,,.i,'... ,J

rr.

ti_,.

a
;,.

the different coLrntries

Published by the National Endow-

Dept.

fhe authorittes obviously winx dr ttus.
Never in our time have we seen so
many people eating in such numbers
on the streets. Every time you eat in
these places, you do your bit to make
our city a wee bit dirtier, filthier and perhaps lethal too. Also it must be emphasized that all the storm water drains and
the sewers need a thorough cleaning.
These are not in the generally rundown parts of Bombay but in the midst
of the buzzling, throbbing centres of
br-rsiness and trade Almost every tew
yards you tind a gutter overllowrng.
RS
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Do We Deseve Our Prime Ministers?
Minoo Masani

For me, every day that Mr. V.P. Singh

remained Prime Minister of lndia was
something of a misery. The man has
proved an utter disgrace and for rne, it
was a humiliation that such a man was
my country's Prime Minister.
I am not referring to Mr. V.P. Singh's
demagogic economic policies. That his

lf the chanqeover last 1'ear

frorl

Raiiv

Candhi to V.P. Srngh as Prinre !linister
was generally described as fallinc; fron.r
the frying pan into the fire. how, is the
present charrge of Prime !linister from
V.P. Singh to Chandra Shekhar to be

described?
Aly own answer is that it is too early to
conception of social justice should hap- say. We should keep an open mind on
pen to be the same as that of Karl Marx this subject. After all. the lndian people
as interpreted by Mao tse Tung and Sta- have so often been disappointed that
lin, was bad enough but his obstinacy in one would like to think that it is time to
sticking to the Mandal report because have a pleasant surprise for a change.
he thought it would provide him with a
However two recent developments

of Harijans and Backward
Class people was worse. But most
shocking was his lack of sensitivity and
humanity in the utter lack of sympathy
and concern that he showed over the
brutality of the Delhi police towards the
flower of lndian youth who quite rightly
were protesting against reservations
which would destroy the unity of the
country, lead to further deterioration in
the quality of our bureaucracy and do
vote-bank

show that the new rulers in Delhi, have
still not understood that the Constitution we framed for lndia was a federal
one.

The Constitution is Federal
The first is the change of Covernors.
What on earth has the government in

Delhi

to do with the

Corbachov in Delhi. Small minds and
big countries go ill together.

Prirle Alinisters may come and go
but they are all enemies of autonomy
and federalism because they want to
rule lndia from Delhi on the telephone.
They are welcome to try but they will
only succeed in breaking up the Union
of lndia by their stupid effort to monopolise power
Why Politicans Oppose Elections

lncidentally

it is interesting that .i

except for the &JP, all other political,:,.":l
parties opposed the dissolution of Par.' :-i
liament and the holding of fresh elec- ,.
tions. Why? In answer to this enquiry .,
from a BBC correspondent, an Indian .

p<-rlitician answered "because elections,.;;

are so expensive". Nonsense. They

do

,

.

not have to be expensive. ln England
they are very reasonable. They have l'-I
become expensive in lndia because ,

Covernors of
of the state
''
concerned and not stooges of the many Members of Parliament regard an
election to Parliament as an investmenl .l:i
the Backward Classes no good whatso- Prime Minister in Delhi, as they have
When
asked. they are apt to say: 'l spent ...r1
been
since
Nehru
Jawaharlal
destroyed
ever, except provide them with d crutch
many
so
lakhs on the last election. I ' l
the federal structure of the Constitution
stales? These are Heads

1

or an opiate with which to remain back-

ward. Only those rvho live in Delhi or
have seen /Yeru.slrack for the month of
October 1990, can realise the horrorof
what happened and Mr. Singh's complete immunity from the normal reac-

tion shows the man to be

quite

heartless.

Fvon Raiiv G:ndhi i< D1.fa13ilp

in his love for power. The Resolutions of
the Covernors' Conference and the Sarkaria Commission Report have evidently made no dent on the power bosses in
New Delhi.
The second development which
proves my point is the idiotic arrest of
Sikh leaders who were foreqatherinq to

amount' I
by the sale of licenses and permits I
must have time to make up this

which I can only do in five years in order. tJ

to invest the money in the next elec",tsil
tions.' Faced with this lack of honestv 'l
on the part of the Members of Parliaffi
ment what should the President havejH
o:n",,u1

':l

Sahib Resotution rhere

*i t}5^,,t';11 ;;:l'"#
"d;::;i:i
conress to my rearisaiion il"i ;y ;; ::::g
gag

desires about the r"rrftr of tf'"'f
YlonS,
r;'j',':X,,"J:
,n".':n"lo
erections
senerar
ihat Rajtv candhi sr'o"ura

:',1.^,n:-,,T:::

u,f.

Hc,iq

?lnnn":::1g.""13
",.
d Ldrcldhcr sovcrrrrner)t as

is norhinq :flf::"'.,"

yl"Yd*:

:":T:"1,1.T3'i' jll'"
controversial tneasures ,,U" p"r"*u:i:-:i

;,l:?:l:iJ]

lt ff.,atltuo:.9t '"1?'
'n" riorrs
rs tne onrv

5,?:1li

have been
fl":r:"jffi:ssovernment
.o-po'6d of distin-'f;
t" "r't"a ffiilT,l'n.il;il:;t:":
:y:::'?:::.,:l'X^:.IllljL tl?l: shoutdrsuch
"$,?
: J:'J f i li"i
l*,: t5liU::', lt }"fl ,H:5 5G T T#':j-|Tlil
*tf l^: :'..n : [* ffi : : j: :""ffi : i#'{'
" ""J:
have not yietded the desired

resrti

t'ai

is because I had not barsained for A1r.

:::"^':::t^",I

i^l:

L'j],::'::^,:o^"?,":ll]'^tli

::::T1)Xl';:"':::,3;i;:,ro,:,

:i:"^lI
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I would not have bcert
'lir" unr*". is that we do not have u
heartbroken

ervations'
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B Lentin and distinsuished
administratorslikeMr.S.s.Tinaikar.ltis I
ortlv after such a caretaker qovernment
rr..rtJ brougr,t tlrc country out ot the ,l
fresh *r

:YI:..tT:l iustice

do :Tl:: :::::^l::::"-1t1",1. ::1.,'j':i
to rire clountry. tn the ciIumstances rt :i]"J:]9:'/I:f:::1::':l]'-^:1::jl

V.P. Singh and the damag"e he could

,

I

'lha'l

:.;grl

.'i
I

Prime Minister

-

filyone?
R. Swaminathan

lf i was asked to describe in one sentence the single biggeit political malady
that has afflicted this country for a decade or so now, I would say it rvas that

edge to the B.JP, he can last as long as John Major, who would follow Mrs.
he likes as Prime Minister subject, of Thatcher's policies but less stridently.
course, to what is left of the life of the lnstead of Mrs. Thatcher's "no, no, no" it
present Lower House. lf in a fit of rash- will be John Maior's "yes...but". This

the politics of this country has thrown
up leaders who want to become prime
minister without knowing why.

khar he rvould attract the stigma of is going to weigh rvith British voters

ness Rajiv Candhi topples Chandraslre-

firm and businesslike cnange of leader

perfidy which would imperil his already even as a similar change in Japan's ruling party weighed with Japanese voters
As far as I know the question has nev- uncertain prospects at the poll.
er been put to them. But almost every A Cheap Triumph for the Congress(l) in favour of Tokshi Kaifu. Change of
party leadership at unmistakable signs
prime minister-elect has declared his
Arguably, it would have been superior of public dissatisfaction is
prime objective which is marked by the
deference

tiresome glibness

of platitudes

to

- to
eradicate poverty from this country,
uplift the disadvantaged segments of
the people and secure social justice for

them. A noble ideal. Except that it is
wrong because it is unattainable and
the means are inadequate and inappro-

priate. No one can be made un-poor
against their will. A welfare state ought

to invest in people not subsidise the

bone lary who have been persuaded by

the now decrepit political Left that the
,vorld owes them a living.
President's Desperate Choice
The same question slightly modified

can be raised about the

President's

tactic if the Congress(l) had supported shown to the electorate which appreciV.P. Singh in parliament against the ates the gesture.
B.JP. lt would have given V.P. Singh that
much more rope. lt would have dented
the impressiveness of the &JP strength
in parliament. It would have put the
The politics of this country
Congress(l) unmistakably in the camp
hos thrown up leoders who
of the 'secularists'. And it would have
wont to become prime
manifested the Congress(l)'s readiness
to go that extra mile to save the country
minister without knowing
the chaos of a turbulent election. lt
why. As for os I know the
would all have added up to telling eviquestion
hos never been
dence of the Congress(l) as a mature
put
them.
to
But olmost
and-sober political party serving the
nation whether in office as government
prime
minister-elect
every
or in the opposition. And as the Conhos declored his prime
gress(l) was going about patting itself

decision: why did he offer the prime and being patted on the back, the
ministership to Chandrashekhar? My National Front government and the
conjecture is that the President was BJP would have been fighting each othdesperately casting about for someone, er and destroying themselves leaving
anyone, to be prime minister until the the field clear for the Congress(l). But
next general election. Anyone but V.P. the Congress(l) couldn't resist the
Singh as caretaker! ln accepting the temptation to pull down V.P. Singh. lt
offer (or, if you like, in staking his claim was a cheap triumph, if that. An inept
for the office) Chandrashekhar has prime minister in office confers an
saved the nation the caretakership of
V.P. Singh. That ought to count in his
favout when he asks for votes for his
fledgling party at the next election.

But when will the next election be?
The general thinking in the country is,
when Rajiv Candhiwants it. Not really. lt
will be when Chandrashekhar wants it.
Right now the B.JP is riding the crest
of the popular wave. And therefore it is,
rcady for elections. For this very reason
rajiv Candhi is not. He wants to wait out
ihe rrrarrn lf Ch::n:11::l:ltl:l: ::- 1;t.1,:-j.,.1;al-r

'in keeping the &JP balanced

against

the Congress(l) with just the trace of an

oPPosltlon.
The B.JPlCongress(l)-V.P.Singh
equation is rather like the British Labour

objective which is morked
by the tiresome glibness of
plotitudes, Politicol leoders
don't know why they wont
power. Whot they tell us is so
much crop.
'rr.'.'.ll'l-: tl:..:. ll :l I r'

gress(l) and the &JP? Without a govern-

ment to be alternative to. lt would be
ludicrous for either, especially the ConParty - Mrs.Thatcher equation though gress(l), to project itself as the alternaMrs. Thatcher, far from being inept, was tive to Chandrashekhar's merely
England's greatest peace time prime months old, miniscule party. The Conminister of this century and in her last gress(l) will have to fall back upon its
appearance in Parliament as PM past record or flog the dead horse, the
"mopped the floor of the House of NF government. Some very embarrassCommons with the Labour opposition". ing questions are going to be asked
But the longer Mrs Thatcher continued about the Congress(l)'s past record. lf
as PM the surer the chances of a the record was all that good why did it
l...abour victonr in tho next election:; in lnsp the last electionsl lf it ic trciu' .j
England. So the Conservatives wanted chastened party why did it put Chandrato change their leader.'[hey found one, shekhar in when it could have asked for
FreedomFirst 5

a mandate from the people? Congress(l) whiz kids have some furious thinking to do.
Chandrashekhar's Self-confi dence
The BJP can bank on its not having

a

it rather

a

past record. Which makes

dark horse. What has it got to offer? lt is
often referred to, especially by foreign
media coriespondents, as "right wing".
But "right" has lost all its significance in
the absence of any surviving "Ieft" that
can be mentioned in polite society. The
latest development is that the Communist Party of England with some 6000
mernbers has voted to change its name
and structure as "the Bolshevik era has

ended in disaster". Marxism will no
longer be its official dogma and there

will be no party line for members to toe.

The Engish communists will hereafter
espouse such causes as femininism
and environmentalism. The party's new
name will be decided later.

ln a recent interview to the

BBC,
Chandrashekhar sounded very relaxed,
almost unconcerned, about the durability of his government. "lf the Congress
doesn't support me" he said, "there will
be no government. Why should I bother
about it?". ln the meantime he has a job
to do. His freedom from anxiety gives
him an impressive self-assurance which
the citizens find reassuring.

To revert to the thesis I started off
with. Political leaders don't know why
they want power. What they tell us is so
much crap which, however, Barbara

Crossette of the lVcru York Times flalteringly (mis)interprets as "a vision or

programme for lndia". She

also

describes V.P. Singh's Mandal move as

"affirmative action plan for the disad-

vantaged". She, obviously, has no use
for that piece of profound classical wis-

to help him? lf the inspector's best was
not good enough why wasn't he
replaced? Decentralization of authority.
like the devolution of power. to be fruitful must be constantly under threat of
review. Administration of modern lndia
must be different from that of the medi-

eval lndian empires. Delhi no longer
door hai. With the advancement in the
technology of communication, of storage of prodigio.us information and its
retrieval instantly at the tap of a key it
should not tax the competence of the
government or strain the resources of
the country to keep a tab on the performance of government departments,
State and Central, and of public sector
undertakings in any corner of the coun-

try. This information except sensitive

information of national security must be
available to anyone who seeks it. That is
the beginning of open government.

Rural-0rban Interdependarce
Politics is very largely an exercise in
beating political rivals to 'the corridors
of power'. The party that reaches these

corridors has 'arrived'. There are no fur-

ther 'miles to go'. But reaching there
requires prodigious effort, painstaking
canvassing of supporters

the carving

out of constituencies. Religious
affiliation, communal, sectarian and linguis-

tic affinity are some readymade

constituencies that politicians exploit.
One constitutency that has become
very prominent in recent times is rural
lndia. lt would be tedious to examine
here the views freely aired about the

The sound that things make in a foreign
language is particularly suspect. Chandrashekhar has a task facing him. As of
now he has, mercifully, no 'vision or
programme for lndia' to sell.

The political leaders' interest

in

administration doesn't stretch much
beyond finding jobs for their cronies. ln
reply to a query on Bofors Chandrashe-

khar reportedlv said it was a job for an
inspector of police. Quite. But the Prime
Ministor olrcht to kprn hirnself
informed of the way this inspector was
going about his job. Was he doing his
best? lf not, could something be done
FrcedomFirst 6

Community of trade drew the whole
nation together, sharpening the wits

and broadeninq the outlook of the
villager...

Towards a Government by Discussion

To take a peep into the future, one
has a feeling that these present aberrations of lndian politics would rectify
themselves. How it will happen and how
long it rvill take to happen are at the
moment fai from clear. What, however,
is rather more clear is that MPs of the
future are going to insist on greater participation in government not in the
sense of interference in the administration (of which they are now accused)
but in the sense of a greater say in policy decisions, especially in respect of
controversial policies which might rock
the government and unacceptably cut
short the life of an elected parliament.
The paramount obligation of the party
in power to itself and to the country is to
stay the course. ln normal times without

any overt national crisis facing it no
government has any excuse to fall and

bring down the parly with it. (All that talk
of principles being more important than

'the chair' is, again, crap. lt is widely
thought in the country that V.P. Singh's
Mandal move was to build himself a
power base against Devi Lal's peasants

and his gory dealing with the Ayodhya
rath gatra and the kar seua was to clip
the expanding wings of the BJP and,

hopefully,

to

secure for himself the

uplift of rtrral lndia. But the basic fallacy
here is the notion that the interests of

Muslim vote-bank.)

rural lndia are independent of (in fact,
incompatible with) the interests of
urban lndia. This is far from the truth. ln
Tudor England the rise of a new rich

the government are dubbed dissidents

Ir,,

sitt things trom the sound they nrake.

with men of various occupations
deaiing much with distant shires.

prosperity of rural England. The rural
folk of England turned to their advan-

tage the commercial and industrial
boom of the times. On this G.M. Trevelyan the distinguished historian of
England writes:
...under the Tudors and Stuarts the
were
increasingly qarried on, not in the

crafts and manufactures

corporate town but in the country.
Many villages and hamlets manrrfac-

tured for the national and internatirrrl;rlF

nrar kpt

Th,.

711p,

li1'1'a

rso/atlon of the peasant (italics
mine) was broken down, and he
came in contact in his own village

At present the MPs who disagree with
and forced to defect (which fear actually
discourages honest differences). ln
future, I think, political parties and the
. tr r i. -li,it.,:l
.t
look at this question of dissidence and
defection. With 'charismatic' party leaders an extinct species now, it will no

longer be automatically assumed that
the leader carries the bulk of the party
with him in any controversy. So every
time the question arises the dissidents
the MPs who
will have to be identified
who is
disagree or the Prime Minister

self-willed and opinionated and errs.
This will keep the party and the govern-

ment on an even keel and serve
rlemocracv r^.rhich in one definition is

government by drscusston.
PROF. R. SWAMINATHAN is an educationist of
the Madras Collegiate Educational Service.

The Legitimacy of 'Arithmetical Democracy,
F.A, Mechery

and Maneesha Tikekar

The Chondroshekor Government hos o legol cose on the bosis of orithmetic ond procedure.
But norms of politicol legitimocy ond propriety go for beyond motters of orithmetic or
mere legolism

A new Prime Minister in a democracy

withdrawal of support. The Congress(l)

raises new hopes. Either fresh with a
new mandate from the people after an
election, or having tided over a crisis
and making a vigorous beginning, a
new Government is expected to tackle

support was indicated to Chandrashekhar even as V.P.Singh's future was
dangling in precarious balance. Yet the
President of lndia observed constitutional proprie$ by inviting Rajiv Gandhi
to form the Covernment as the leader
of the single largest party in the Lok
Sabha. Predictably, he declined the

problems on a relatively clean slate. But

'it is doubtful whether this can be said

about lndia's new Prime Minister. ln fact

on November 16, 1990 when it

was

sworn to power many an eyebrow was
';rised on its propriety and legitimacy
apart from speculation on how long it

would last.
A Congress(l) Victory
Chandrashekhar may head a Janata
Dal(S) Covernment but the realvictor is
the Congress(l). On the appointment of
Chandrashekhar as Prime Minister jubiliation in the Congress camp was so
evident that it appeared as though Rajiv
Candhi was making a return to Office.
ln a House of 522 the Chandrashekhar's party, the JD(S), had 60 members supported by 195 members of the
Congress(l), and 16 members of other

groups that had

offer. The Congress(l) had

three

options: To fornr the government; to go
in for fresh elections; or to support the
dissenters from the Janata Dal and help
them form a Government. The Congress(l) would not form the Covernment for want of a clear mandate, nor

was it ready to immediately face the
electorate. The third option was its safest bet. It was a shrewd, calculated
move which would keep the Congres-

s(l) in the limelight and also allow it tinre

to prepare for the next elections.
Between November 7 and November
17 there was a trickle of members from
the Janata Dal into the Chandrashekhar
camp. A deal was struck between the
JD(S) and the Congress(l) and Chan-

,ealier _electoraf,V drashekhar staked his claim
thus Darely maKing ,p u ,rlu1ori,y ,o Longress(l) Caicuratrons
stake a claim. The Covernment has a
What could be the bargain? Speculalegal case on the basis of arithmetic tions abound why the Congress(l)
and procedure. But norms of political agreed to carry the Chandrashekhar
legitimacy and propriety go far beyond Covernment on its shoulder. Getting
matters of arithmetic or mere legalism. the investigations into the Bofors scanWhen the V.P.Singh Covernment was dal and the submarine deal shelved
voted out of power on November 7, indefinitely is an explanation. Chandra1990, Chandrashekhar had already wal= shekhar has not publicly comrnitted
ked out of the Janata Dal with 25 mem- anything, but while referring to Bofors
bers whieh however made no difference
,o the outcome of the voting in Parlia-

'nent. The fate of the V P.Sinqh Covernment was a ioregone conclusron from
the day the BJP publicly announced its

he remarked that a nation cannot qo on

harping about corruption all the time.

Btrt there are other reasons fnr the (-'nngress(l) oeclsron. I he \-ongress(t) does
not want an electiorr at a tirrie wlren tire

Hindu vote might swing towards the
&JP and the Muslim towards V.P.Singh.

The Congress(l) wants to wait, but it
cannot allow its own image to be sullied
by the misdeeds of the Covernment it
supports. Hence a piece-meal
approach
an indefinite lease of life to
the Chandrashekhar
Government to
start with. When the Covernment presents its first budget the crisis may well

begin.

lf the Covernment then

falls,

elections will follow in May thus giving
the Congress(l) breathing time.
Thei

e was no question of tlte Con-

gress(l) joining a Covernment which
would mean foreclosing its option on
the one side and haggling for Prime
Ministership on the other. By engineering a split in the Janata Dal, the Congress(l) further narrowed V.P.Singh's
power base already eroded by Devi Lal.
Defeating the Anti-Defection Law
Covernments will come and go, but
certain precedents stick for a long time
to come. Thus a matter of serious con.
cern to the poliW is the moral and polit-

group of 25

/v1Ps

including Chandra-

shekhar, Maneka Gandhi and Harmohan Dhawan were expelled by V.P.Singh

on November 5 for anti-party activities.
The Lok Sabha Speaker declared them
"unattached". The, next group of 30

including Devi Lal were not expelled,
but voted against V.P.Singh on November 7 and qualified as defectors under

the definition of the law. The Speaker
r'Jid rrot takp nr-rtice of this and tl'e icsr rp
was further compounded by the
ar-,nnintmont ^,f s.'rr,n of thc, defcei, 'r",
as ministers. A third group consistinq of
V.C.Shukla, Bhagey Govardhan and
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Sarwar Hussain voted in support of
on November 7, but defied

question to speculate as
guilty are.

became defectors, but by then their

No Legitimacy

V.P.Singh

the party on November 16. They
number was already swelling. A class by
himself is Shakeel ur Rehman who voted in support of V.P.Singh on November 7 and again on November 16 and
was therefore not a defector, but joined

the

Chandrashekhar Cabinet on

November

2l!

So, between November 7

and

November l6 the number of defectors
notched sixty, thus crossing the onethird mark which makes defection legal.
But is defection a gradual process over
a period of time? The illegality of the
phenomenon was there for all to see at
its various stages. To allow defection in
small doses and to swell the number to

the required one-third, adding up all
odds and ends, using liberally official
patronage and crumbs of office to
attract defections; and then to allow
them all to evade the consequences
under the law militates against not only
the letter and spirit of the anti-defection
law but of parliamentary propriety and
traditions as well. The minority govern-

ment of V.P.Singh gave way to the

minuscule government of Chandrashekhar. This was managed by the Con-

gress(l) b.ut it was a betrayal and a
serious damage to the anti-defection
law, which was largely a Congress(l)
creation. The numbers game is more
simple now; 21 members of Chandrashekhar's parly of 63 can safely break
away and bring down the government.
One would be justified in thinking that
some members of the lumpen party in
power are capable of doing this with no
inhibition at all!
It took over a decade to pass the law
on defections. lt was first introduced in
and after several reconsiderMav
197]---------------,

-fhe

was finally enacted in April 1985.
need for putting an end to the sordid
spectacle of changing loyalties on the
floor of the House was sought to be
ended with this measure. . The law had
many shortcomings. The eminent jurist
N.A.Palkhivala criticised it for making

legislators "soulless and conscienceless
entities". But the desperate remedy was
felt necessary. Whatever be the defect
of the law, to ignore it when it is on the
statute book is to violate the princiole of
the rrrle of l.'rrv and to condemn the sov
ereign power of parliament. The magni-

tude of the lapse made it an

idle

to who the

While the new Covernment is blessed

with arithmetical and "procedural"
legality it cannot claim to be consecrated with legitimacy. Fxercise of legitimate authority is far from a mechanical
follow up of procedures. Obedience to
the State does not flow from any divine
myth, but from the tacit acceptance of
the credentials of the government. The
vast majority of the people acquiesce in
the law taking for granted the legitimacy

of government. When

government

is

seen as no more than a bunch of professional defectors clinging together in
a fellowship for promoting mutual survival and nothing else, none can expect
this fellowship cif doUbtful legitimacy to
command any respect.

For a second time a non-Congress
experiment has failed at the Centre. A
change of the parly in power does not
by itself mean a healthy development in
the party system. lf the Janata Party rule
showed that a few disparate groups
cannot form a "union of hostility to
Congress" and make it a political party,
the Janata Dal interlude showed that a

minority government cannot

be

propped up for long by two or more
mutually hostile groups from the outside. The need for a clear mandate for a

ruling party is a sine qua non of a working democracy. Governments can now

fall with no issue at stake, and can
come to power with no manifesto or
cause.

Non-accountability a Strengthl

The ad hoc nature of the present
government puts it in an unenviable
position in that it will not be able to take
I i: ':i' '

electorate or to parliament. It sought no
mandate, won no election and hence

has no obligations; neither has it the
compulsions oi the ballot box looming
ahead.

lts prospects at an

election

whether now or a year hence are nothing worth thinking about, unless Chan-

drashekhar succeeds in breaking the
Congress(l) and carries off a part of it
for himself. With such blessed freedom
from accountability, it can turn foolhar-

dy for the good and tackle

fearlessly

fundamental issues such as the problenrs in the Punjab, Kashmir and the
North East; the Ram JanmabhoomiBabri Masjid issue or more mundane
but nonetheless real issues like inflation
and price rise. Bold decisions are theoretically possible, for the Government
has nothing to lose, at least nothing further, except power, which anyway, cannot be saved for long. The freedom
from accountability that comes from
the absence of any democratic
restraint, popular, institutional or ethical
can be enjoyed to take any firm action
and perish in the process. The question
whether it will affect the political arnbi-

tions of the individual members need
not worry anyone, for, in the lndian
experience that does not seem to hapPen.
PROF. F-A. MECHERY is Head of the Dept. of

History and Political Science and DR.(IvIRS.)

IvIANEESHA TIKEKAR is Lecturer
Science. SIES College, Bombay

in
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Should We Despair?
It's only you and I who cry for our
country. You and l, and many others like
us who have a stake in this country of
ours, which is at least as great as that of
the Delhi firm of Messrs Advani, Candhi,
Singh and Chandrashekhar, and yet with
as much at stake as they, we are power!Fss to contrnl thnsn rt,ho in.k-r' far '.^,',.

l

sions of the government will be blamed
on itself, while its achievements, if any,
will be credited to the Congress(l).
When a government functions in a vac-

uum its actions will have to

be

accounted for by devious explanations.
lndia's foreign relations will suffer due
to the lack of credibility of-the present

Covernment. Foreign aid appears to
flow hesitatingly, and capital might shy
awav. at least for the time being.
lronically, the arl hoc nature of tlre
Crrvcrnryronl rna\/ trra\vp tn hp it< norr r!i.
ar strength. The Chandrashekha'r Covernment has no promises to keep to the

who will lead us.

Should we then give in

to

despair?

How often that mood has threatened to
engulf us: nothing changes whatever we
do, so why do anything? And then you
remember what someone once said: evil
triumphs when gdod men decide to do
nothing.
Perhaps the little fights we fight may
not be so futile after all. Perhaps the good
and the good in all
men and women
men and women - will soon look at this

hatred around us- and react with such
, -, -l-.-.. .: ,-" -.,,, --, -).,;--: -,,- ..:

culating leaders will find it profitable to be
good after all.
Anil Dharker, Tlrc In<lependent Dec. 30
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The Mandal commission
The proposal to implement sections
of the recommendations of the Mandal
Commission has had not only tragic
dimensions for the entire community
but has left a permanent scar upon the
land. One doubts if even the newspa-

^.rs covered themselves with glory

they were as much emotionally involved

as the public. lt can be argued that
almost all of them become partisan.
Another shocking experience is the
dimension of personal violence. either
self-imposed or perpetrated by others. lt

was not the ancier*s alone who witnessed slaves butchered to give a
Roman holiday. There have been definite cases of murder and one scarcely
had any inkling of the bitterness that the
average youth nurse deeply in them.
For we know that some young people
were set on fire deliberately.
By abandoning their social responsibilities at this dark hour, almost all our
leaders betrayed the people. Not one of

them took upon himself the onus of
instilling some sanity in the land. lrretrievably have the days gone when
Jawaharlal would jump into a violent
murderous mob to stop the butchering.

Or of Candhiji walking into. the

very

centre of a cornmunal storm. Not only
did V.P. Singh and his government lose
their legitimacy but what was on parade
was the basic hypocrisy of our politicai
parties.

This shows one of the basic weaknesses of electoral democracy. Parties
are not prepared to espouse "unpopular" positions. lmmediate, electoral,cal-

weli
implemented.
For the time being the Court has

-An Assessment

the Commission's Report. The unspok_
en parts are the kernal of the Comnris_
sion.

mediocrity; that the Commission introduces caste considerations when the
general movement should be gradually

The argument that there should be

no reservations at all either in education
or in administrative positions is no longcr being taken seriously. Even the mcNt
advanced of the economies, the USA is

to do away with caste; and thai there

reservations. The other argument, that
we consider the economic cut off point,
that the government should try to regu-

should be cther considerations such as
the economic criteria.
Those ri,l-ro rlefcnd tire Mandal Commission have several arguments. They
argue that the upper castes have dominated both higher education, the professions and the civil service during the
past half a century and more. If there

grounds of economic well-being so that

under their control, for the depressed
classes do not occupy the higher eche-

compelled

to resort to some form of

late admissions to educational institutions and to the bureaucracy on

has been deterioration it has

been

the better-to-do among the backward
classes automatically get disqualified,
will be administratively impossible to
implement. We will have to accept that
a quantum of injustice and unfairness
will percolate into any of these arrange-

tionately characterised by low

ments.

Obviously, Nature has been very partial

There is both a positive and a negative side to the policy of positive discrimination which need to be looked
into. One has yet to assess the benefits
of protective discrimination in our educational system. Scheduled castes and
tribes who have been given the benefits

demand is for less than half of the positions in the bureaucratic structure. The
other half can have all the competence
and excellence; since the upper castes
are very clever and bright, and 50% of
the positions in a large country is still a
large number, there is no danger of our
being adversely affected by internation-

lons at all 'in the bureaucracy. The presurnption seems to be that all members
of the upper castes, by some magic, are
automatically brilliant and highly
endowed and lower castes are propor-

in its gifts and

both in education and in the services

lQs.

benefactions. The

are yet to make their mark though a few

al

have done extremely well. The question

where the upper castes have monopoli-

is whether they would not have done
well on their own. The growing vested
interest in the perpetuation of backwardness cannot be denied. The better
among them have cornered the benefits, the poorer ones are still in a servile

competition. The northern states

sed the bureaucracy are no models of
efficient administration. The Southern
states have experimented with reservations and, comparatively, are none the
worse for it.
In the 0.S. as well as in other coun-

dovocdles Policles Kl)owltlg tuity

tages the easy way, the beneficiaries what rs calied, representative bureaucpre- racy. They are not only alarmed at
pared to meet challenges but demand bureaucratic positions being cornered
come to the rescue of our government still more privileges. lt is said that brah- by small ethnic groups bur are making
and it is quite likely that buying time is mins in ancient days were privileged, for efforts to correct the imbalance by
important to assuage temPers. As many things came their way unsought; errcouraging the disadvantaged to join
another article explains, the Commis- a similar thing has happened to sched- the civil service.
sion recommended many things to set uled caste members today; now the
right ancient wrongs. But V.P. Singh backward classes too want their share. Lastly, it is also argued that unless
picked up what was most convenient Among the charges made are that membirs of the lower castes occupy
and easy for him to do i.e. impose res- there would be a collapse in standar.ds
r,^sirions ir tlre lrrrlar.rcrac), ther-e v;iil
rrvations in government employment. of excellence, academic and adminis- be no conviction carried to the disadihe other thinqs that were more diffi- lralive: thet a r-orrntp,, 6,1nnci affnrd tc , ar',rr,rr.,l '1..:r i!,.,. .r',\,,.,r,:r,,:,:i i. *rr.ir
cult.to lrnPlement were glven the go by. sacrifice merit in a competitive world own. As of now the sarkar is still far too
This distorted the public perception of where there is no quarter given for distant to the dalits and the disadvanthat they cannot be

insist upon soft options and are not
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taged. Also the present incumbents in
power have no empathy for the problems of the under-privileged.
The issue of reservation in the Mandal Commission that came to the fore-

ground bristles with

a

number of

urban privileges; Devi Lal's descend-

ents indicate the new temper that
sweeps the land. There will be demands
for positions in the civil service, admis-

sions

to

higher education etc. To

enforce their demands they will resort

difficulties. One of them is sociological.

to the same old methods of

graphical entities have customarily diF
ferent criteria of baclcwardness. The
same caste which is advanced in one
state is characterised as bachvard in
another. There will be pressure used in
the different states for each caste to be
categorised as backward. The near total
disruption that took place in Tamil

sidering their number it is doubtful if
any democratic polity will be able to
resist this for long, and yet maintain
democratic norms and rationality in
public choice.. This will strain, to the
utmost, the qualities of statesmanship
of our leaders.
A. long-term effect of all these will be
a renewed attempt by the upper privi-

Who is to determine which caste is
baclovard and where? Different geo-

Nadu with the Vanniyars claimirrg

a

baclcrvard status is too recent to need
any reiteration. Similar outbursts in oth-

er states can bring about nation-wide
anarchy.

Again, this movement indicates the
new demands that will soon be pressed

upon the government by a new alignment of castes. Castes that have done
well at the rural level, in agriculture and
related areas will now began to demand

browbeating used against them earlier. Con-

leged castes to escape their tribulations
by migration both internal and external.
lnternally they will be compelled to take
up professions like computer software
and hardware, electronics and other
areas where there is still autonomy.
'lhere has already been a shift during
the last thirty years to industry, business, law, business management. They

are almost saturated now. Areas like
engineering, medicine will gradually get

ldeologicolly, the country
hos come to o point of
divide on the Mondol
Commission. Both sides
hove volid points to stress,
more or less underoloyed
by the other.
depleted of these sections and be fillef,
by those coming from the reserved category. Those outside this category will
prefer external migration to countries
like Australia.
Ideologically, the country has come
to a point of divide on the Mandal Commission. Both sides have valid points to
stress, more or less underplayed by the
other. The dialogue has to continue and
the hope is that some sort of temporary

resolution

will be found. And

Porary'
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one

should remember that in society and in
politics all resolutions are at best tem-

contributed

The Mandal Report

-

geme Reservations
Gayatri Narayanan

Iitne ond ogoin the government of the doy hos moved in the direction of ony socio econcrnic
chonge moinly to reop immediote politicol benefits from such'rodicol' policy decisions. Vp.
Singh's decision to implement the Mondol recommendotion runs true to this generolizotion

After leaving behind a tragic trail of

sures for what it called 'Other Backward

death and destruction, the heat and the

Classes' (OBCs). Job reservations for
the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes is a specific constitutional obligation on the part of the State but it is
not so for the 'Other Backward Classes'

storm that followed the

erstwhile

National Front government's decision
to implement the recommendation of
the Mandal Commission reserving 27
percent jobs in Central Covernment
and public sector undertakings for the
Backrvard Classes appears to have setUed, atleast on the surface. Perhaps we

can now discuss in a calmer atmo-

(OBCs). In other words there was

ncr

specific quota prescribed. This is what
the V.P. Singh Government did when
accepting the Mandal Commission's
recommendation of a 27 per cent res-

sphere some relevant and related ques-

ervation for those who'were left out.

tions.

And, in the process, opened the Pandora's Box leading to widespread violence
and their (the National Front's) loss of

Like many stratified societies,

the

stratification systems in our own country, resulted in indefensible social inequalities. Attempts made in the decades

before freedom were not effective in
setting right thegrievous social wrongs.
ln the quest for an egalitarian order
we have resorted to numerous constitutional devices to alleviate the miserable
conditions of the weaker sections. The
unequals would lead to injustice led to
the adoption of specici measures espe-

cially in the field of education and
recruitment in government and quasi-

govemment organisations.
It was believed that the benefitsof the
reservations policy were not being put
to optimum use and there was room for
a good deal of improvement.

The Constitution of lndia expressly
provided for the reservation of posts in

lT !:il.I; f *li::dTi''lt*:t

Pi

Tribes while making only a general
mention of similar pronrotional mea-

POWer.

While, earlier, these questions were
being debated in an atmosphere of relative calm, the V.P. Singh government's
decision to implement that part of the

Mandal Report relating to quotas for
OBCs shattered the peace. The simmering discontent among those out|

,r

.._l_

_r

ur)tlappy over tne deprrvalrorr ol JoDs lti
government and public sector undertakings and admission in colleges and
universities, exploded in an altogether
unexpected manner.
More Than Mere Reservations
Unfortunately the fact that the Mandal

Report was much more than prescribing quotas went largely unnoticed. ln
fact the Report itself observed:
"lt is not at all our contention tlrai by'
offering a few thousand jobs to Oth,

-. 3-,1:..: -l il,::,-,-'

::r-.:l:.1 '::'
shall be able to make 52 per cent of
the lndian population go forward "

ln its seven volume Reportsubmitted
gears ago, the Second Backward

l0

Classes Commission or the Mandal
Commission as it has come to be
known, suggested several other measures to improve the conditions of the
baclovard sections of lndian society.
These include structural changes in the

educational system; the launching of
intensive and time-bound adult education programmes in areas with a high

concentration

of

OBCs; progressive

land reform legislation etc.
It is unfortunate that V.P. Singh overemphasised just one of the Commis-

sion's recommendations

viz.

reservations to the exclusion of all oth-

ers. To put the report in proper perspective, it would be useful to look at
some of its more reasonable and noncontroversial suggestions.
In this article an attemPt is made to

set right this imbalance and to enable
,

.t

,.1

assessment

ot the /rlartoal \,ullritis-

sion's work.

Educational Concessions
This is what the Commission had to
say on 'educational concessions available to OBCs':
"Our educational system is elitist in
character, results in a high degree of

wastage and is least suited to the
requirements of an over-populated
arrci deveioplng qounu)'. it is a legaty

of British rule wlrich was severely
!rtrl\rJ!u

sur.r13

.; ,-

,,,--r

it

-,.-';.

[ras nct 'rndergone any sirr.rctural changes though

struggle, aird ;et,
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it is least suited to the needs of back-

ward classes. Yet they are forced to
run the rat race with others as no
options are available to them. Various state governments are giving a
number of educational concessions
to OBC students like exemption of
tuition fees, free supply of books and
clothes, mid-day meals, special hostel facilities, stipends, etc. The concessions are all right as far as they
go. But they do not go far enough.
What is required is perhaps not so

rrruch the provisiorr of additional
funds as the framing .of integrated

schemes for creatng the proper envi-

ronment and incentives for seJious
and purposeTul studies".

Affirrnative Action, Indian Style
Your servant has been accumulating

affirmative action in many different counare specified in Preferential Poli-

lage vocational communities' suitable
institutional finance and technical
assistance to help them set up small
scale industries of their own. Also, recommended are cooperative societies of
these occupational groups.

fosters

Singh recently had to resign.

tries

cies:-Arr lntentatiortal Perspectiue,

a

vclume published earlier this year.

tfo. 1: Affimtatiue action

Technical E Financial Assistance
The Mandal Report observes that the
loiv income levels of the OBCs is also
explained by their "negligible share in
the industrial and business life of the
country". A number of backward communities following hereditary occupations have suffered heavily as a result of
industrialisation. Mechanised production has pauperised them and nothing
much has been done to improve their
lot. lt therefore suggests the need to
make available to such members of 'vil-

No. 3: Affinnatitte aclion

a

file on affirmative action in lndia, partly group polarization ancl corLftict. This is
because the late news stories about it happening with a vengeance in lndia,
have been uniquely gripping, partly where caste competition is rrow being
because he was curious to see how well manifested in murders, creation of priThomas Sowell's five "laws" were hold- vate caste armies, and a recent horrifying
ing up on ttre subcontinent. Sowell is an wave of public self-immolations by
economist now based at the Hoover upper-caste lndian students who had
lnstitution who has occasionally contrib- come to despair of ever finding governrrted to Fortttnc. His five laws
actually ment jobs. [n part because of the violent
gerreralizatiorrs lrased orr a- study of backLl:;h ; r(.Jirir r.i,'xl,.,t :,.1'r(l l)t L f,-r ('r rr 1':-,.

aluags

slarts oul bebry identificd as lernporarg
bul inuariablg refuses to go awag. This

has plainly happened in lndia, whose
most important form of affirmative

action is preferential treatment in ggvern-

ment employment. The system

was

adopted by lndia in the Forties and was
supposed to have expired in the Fifties. ln

No. 4: Affirntaliue action inuariablg
leads to fraudulent claims lo member-slrip in he preferrecl groups. From a
recent Wa.sh ington Post news story
datelined Pauna; lndia:. "Because of all
the confusion (in identifying caste members by physical appearance), city coun-

terfeiters

do a brisk business in

false

lower-caste certificates that allow uppercaste applicants to take advantage ofjob
or education quotas."

No. 5: Affirmatiue action generales
aualanche of litenture abotrt the
an
Prime Minister V.P. Singh was recently purpose of preference. and harcllg a
trying to get half of all government jobs
word about lls success or failure in

the Nineties

it is still very

much alive:

set aside for preferred groups.

No.

2: Within the

preferred groups,
hose who are atleast disaduantaged to
begin toitl't end up as the major beneficiaries. This has been resoundingly true
in lndia, where preference is based on
caste membership rather than race, and
where there is enormous economic and
educational variability within castes.

reducing inequalitg. All we can say is,
we cannot find the word in any of the
reports on lndia that crossed our desk
recently. Or in any of the reports on
America that have been crossing it lor
decades.

Daniel Seligman, Fortune, March
12.1990

Land Legislation

"Reservations in

government

employment and educational institutions, as also, all possible financial
assistance rvill remain mere palliatives
unless the problem of backwardness is
tackled at its rooi", says the Report A
;--].1,,

,,

I I i -'-

opment Corporations at the Central and
state levels to implement various socio-

educational and economic measures
for their advancement. lt also suggests
thrt arcr.: nf e on.r'ntration of OBCs be

' '''',:..

I ":

production relations is the most important single step that can be taken for the
welfare and upliftment of the Backward
Classes. ln the agricultural sector, this
kind of a change is overdue and is feasible. "State governments should, there-

fore, be directed to enact

and
implement progressive land legislation
so as to effect basic structural changes

in the existing production relations

in

the cor-rntrvside"

Backward Classes Developntent Corpii ul.,-...
The Comnrissiorr reconrrnends tlrc
setting up of Backw'ard Classes Devel-

':--'

with a view to giving better representa-

tion to certain very backward sections
of OBCs. lt also recommends that all
development programmes "specially
designed for Other Backward Classes
should be financed by the central government in the same manner and to the

same extent as done in the case of

Scheduled Castes

and

Tribes".
A reievant questiott

ti

examineci

Scheduled

rat rree.js Lo bc

is tlte nature of

socio-

,-. : .- . J L- -, , -.: ,
ered ilt governntent policies and
enactments since indePendence.
!!v, ,v, , ,,- -, ,., ,v--

..:

Political'Motivation
ln our system, the state is generally
accepted as the most important agent
of change. Time and again the government of the dav has moved in the direc-

i,:
mainly to reap immediate political benefits from such 'radical' policy decisions. V.P. Singh's decision to
implement the Mandal recommendation runs true to this generalization. ln

its election manifesto, the

National

Front had promised the implementation of the 'Mandal Report'. This was
part of a long tiresome manifesto. But
does anyone take manifestoes seriously? The anltarltrtf''t!'Yl'lnt 'arr)e Ac il I'o.rrrplete surprise. lt is widely accepted that
'ri

P qi,./rlr'.

; iri.rli,'.
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checkmaie Devi t al's moves to mobilize the backward ccmmunities.
F-rae<l<urt
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Not so very long ago the much publi-

cised Oaribi Hatao programme, the
casually scribbled stray thoughts' of a
powerful Prime Minister which later

took the form of many 'progressive' and
'revolutionary measures like the nationalisation of major banks and the aboli-

tion of privy purses have all

been

political exercises, intended to consolidate power than to arneliorate or
resolve social or economic inequities.

The more insedure a leader is,

the

greater the largesse offered. Apart from

lndira Candhi and now V.P. Singh are
such 'luminaries' as MCR and NTR

whose 'generosity' at the expense of the
public exchequer bankrupted the economies of their states. These are mainly

implement the Report. The unexpected
and gruesome reactions were not ohly
unprecedented but the acts of violence
were shocking. North lndia was rocked
by violent student agitations. StudenLs

protested through road blockades,

burning of public and private property

and paralysing transport systems.
These by themselves are not new so far
as agitations in free lndia go. What real-

ly numbed the nation was the wave of

self-immolations which rocked the
entire northern belt. This kind of
extreme response is rather surprising in
what we have known of student protests
in the past.

lf one looks back and examines a
of national and social movements in the last fifty years, one is

directed at potential vote banks. With
such motivations can one seriously

variety

expect economic and social change?
Even societies that are affluent and
have some commitment to improve the

impressed by the 'selfless and hel.oic

lot of the under-privileged have found
unexpected obstacles in achieving their
goals. Andre Beteille's observations in

this regard are significant. He argues
that certain problems persist "in the
commitment of the Indian Constitution
to two different principles that both
relate to equality: namely the principle
of equal opportunities and the principle
of redress." According to Beteille, even
under the best circumstances it is difficult "to evolve a coherent policy that will
maintain a satisfactory balance between

the two." "...The policy of

massive

numerical quotas", he says, "is a perverse application of the principle of
redress. The principle is not confined
only to job quotas in public employment. lt can be understood in terms of
many kinds of affirmative action like
substantial investment on a preferential
basis, to raise the levels of health, housing and elementary education among
l, ' ,'. tli r '' 'r

pubilc .lobs are not the best means to

reduce social and economic depriva-

tions." But measures like the

one

role' played by the students. During the

freedom struggle, responding to the
call of the Mahatma to boycott British
education, a large number of promising
students carrie out of schools and colleges. Similar was the response of the
younger generation to the 'Quit lndia'
call of 1942. Many students actively par-

ticipated in the struggle in a spirit of
supreme sacrifice. During the Emergency, imposed by Mrs. lndira Gandhi,
a large number of students went under-

ground and many courted arrest to
save lndian democracy. Many of them
committed themselves to active social

work, to grass roots

movements
inspired by Jayaprakash Narayan. While
responding to Candhiji and.JP, none of
these students expected or demanded
anything for themselves from the country or society. In fact they sacrificed
everything with no thought for the morrow
they were the very stuff of which

- are made.
nations

But in the recent agitations, what we
witnessed was a total lack of sympathy
for the cause of the upliftment of the

announced by the V.P. Singh govern-

weaker sections. Has it anything to do

ment are the undesirable fruits of populism where the decision-maker shows
anxiety for quick electoral dividends
rather than a desire to grapple with

with a possible change in the priorities

harsh realities.

shedding all sense of idealisrn and are
they becoming crassly selfish? lf they
are gtrided bv the rrrinciples of irrstice
why is it thilt we do not see them in the

Students' Violent Response
Another issrre related to the Mandal
-. ., t

..it I !',
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and orientations of the younger generation? Have they become more material-

istic, and consumeristic? Are

{trrlr-.'I

',r ^.: --tn.'

theY
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raises questions is the extreme reaction

ditterent torms ot injustice in our socie-

to the goverhment's announcement to

ty2
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The extreme step of self-immolation
indulged in by many young students
resembles the drastic decision taken by
hundreds of young brides in our country to end their lives unable to bear the
torture, harassment and hurrriliation
after marriage mainly centering around
dowry. We wonder how psychologists

would explain violent reaction in the
one case and passive acceptance in the

other? An explanption is necessary
because in the wake of the Mandal
Commission agitations incidents of
self-immolation by students have not
been isolated. ls it that our young men
and women have lost the grit to face up
to situations?
It is quite likely that the students have
a genuine case. And yet, why did they

abandon all rationalways of mobilizing
public opinion? Why did they not resort
to such methods as the publication of

pamphlets, public meetings, peaceful
demonstrations and lobbying legislators? The manner of the students' anti-

Mandal agitation was not
self-destructive but indicated a

only
total
lack of faith in peaceful democratic pro-

test. Self-immolation is an

extreme
measure, the ultimate weapon when all

else fails. What is equally disturbing is
the sad fact tl-pt not all of those who
burned themselves were in their teens.
Some were school children.

We need to take a hard look at the
unrest that will develop at the lower
social strata of society consequent.to
the burying of the Report, the rhetoric of
'Mandalism' that will be used by political
parties, and tlre poor state in which the
constituencies of the Report will continue to be in the years to come.

mS. GAYATRI NARAYANAN teaches Political
Science at the SIES College. Bombay

"We can understand reservations at
the appointment stage when a person is
about to join the force. But is it really nec-

essary for promotions, and that too as
many as four or five? Why can't theY
(those in the reserved category) comPete

on merit? Then we can have a

better

educated and more capable force," an
officer pointed out.
The system of annual confidential
reports (ACR) written by superiors
[c1.r.16q5 t ts.l.tsS'-,nrJer the CirCumStances. While those from the reserved cate-

on^., r4.,,ance

:lllniie

td,,'nrse

ACRS,

those lrom the general category have lew
chances, everr if tlreir ACR is perfect.
I/te Tlrrrt:-s ttl lrulict, Dec. 29

The Ayodhya Non-lssue
An Avoidable Confrontation

-

Louella Lobo Prabhu

When one examines the record of all interference with places of religious
the political parties, it is strangely worship. Title in law, traced back to
enough, the "l-eft" parties seemingly original ownership rvould be a neverrvedded to Marxist ai.heism, wltich endirrg process, iir respect of this, or

come off best in their dealings with the
minorities. Not difficr.rlt to explain as
they think in terms of 'class' not 'com-

any other shrine or artefact (for example, the Elgin marbles, saved by the
British and preserved by them but

munity'wars.
Had it been in alive, the Swatantra
Party would have looked at the issue

which the Creeks now claim). lf the
Mosque is touched on the ground that it
was once a Hindu temple, a Krishna's-

with a liberal and secular outlook, allow-

which will stretch ad infinitum. Finally,
as the disputed structure is over a 100
years old, it qualifies as an archaeologi-

ing the local people of Ayodhya and
religious heads of a forward-looking
variety, to devise a non-political solution.

The present Prime Minister,

Mr.

Chandrashekhar, it must be said to his
credit, has a good record in support of
human rights and civil liberties and paid
for his beliefs in Mrs. lndira Candhi's
prison during the so-called Emergency,
urrlike his predecessor, V.P. Singh who
was a pillar of Mrs. Candhi's establishrnent.

fu

of now (l write this on November

28), Mr. Chandrashekhar has asked Mr.

Ashok Singhal the Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP) leader to provide archaeological evidence that a Ram temple did
exist before the Masjid came up. Actually, a Committee of eminent lndian
scholars, from a prestigious northern
university, has confirmed that the literature abounding on Babar and his reign,
makes no reference to the destruction
rf
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than" will be the next on the line

cal monument which cannot be

touched anyway. This is the purely legal
aspect of the 'Muslim' case.
The Hindu Case
Though "Ram" belongs to the realm
of religious mythology and ancient literature, he is no doubt an integral part of
the Hindu psyche. This psyche was not

traumatised by the prdsence of the
Babri Masjid for a couple of hundred
years till politics resurrected long forgotten feuds, and made it an issue.
Legally, it may be said for the Hindus,
that the Mosque ceased to be one,
indeed by lslamic traditions, was never
one, since a mosque cannot come up
in places where 'idol' worship has taken

iJ

that the solution iies beyond

both
archaeology and law. Meanwhile, the
muslim minority in lndia appears terrorised and there are reports of muslim
retaliation on Hindu temples in Pakistan
and Bangladesh.
For what it is worth, it is necessary to
examine the 'Hindu' and the 'Muslim'
case.

Reality on the Ground
As posse-ssion is nine-tenths of the
law, there ts, at present, a
on
^4osque
the premises and the iaw
penalises

or Mohammed alive
I !r!i!r,

today,

r. I ucrle

! r

this is what they would say:
I arn the tuvttoL,ed mouer, bul !!ou n1c1t1
Io bring infinitg tuithin gour ken,
Assiqn to me a nan1e, a face-. or ptace
Omnipresence conlktirtg to one space.

Cahedral, temple, mosque or uagside
shrine,
Of eterg faillt. and erery size are ntlne
Do nol use me religiotts ujarc to starl,.
l,1q [.taottritt' tltLx:llirry r-s lr'tt' /rri,,rrair
hearl:
Orrc brct.td
,1.

,

, l'i,,

of ntan

question arises: who slrould give
way to whom? The Hindu majority constituting BO% of India's population or
the 10% Muslim minoiity. The Hindus
can rightly claim that they have exercised far greater tolerance towards the

minorities in secular India, than what
the Hindus have received in theocratic
Pakistan.

The majority community must.ask
itself whether there is need to be tyran-

nised by minority fears forever. The
minority should ask itself whether it is
unable to make a gesture tolrards a
majority which has been, in the main,
generous. Unfortunately the leadership
on both sides is in extremist hands.
A Non-lssue
Since God is everywhere, an invisible
presence not rooted to any one spot on
earth, it is a pity that a non-issue has

become the tinder box of co/nmunal
confrontation. While it is odious to

attribute motives,

it does seem

as

though Mr. L.K. Advani hitherto a very
low:key personality sought to combat
Mr. V.P. Singh's casteist divide through
resurgent Hindu chauvinism
false to

the ethos of the Bhagavad- Cita: "ln

lf God Would Speak
Were Ram

place. Regular narnaz for the prescribed period has not taken place.
Thus both sides have stronq cas;es.
-['lre

etnucllt lo t:L;tttltrt,lta,nd I

c-ctrr

whatsoever form you Worship me, that
form I shall approve."
not seem as emotive. Even the crowds

which cheered Mr. Advani's 'Rathyatra'
are a fraction of the population.

Either the leaders on both

sides

should draw back from the brink of the

precipice,

or, if and when

elections

come, the people should show that the

genius

of Hinduism is its capacity to

co-exist with other faiths

even assim-

ilating them into its own-fold!

/vlRS. LOUL,LIA LOtsU PRABIIU is Associate

Editor of /rrsight and a regular contributor to
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Will Democracy Survive in India ?
B.R.

Ambedkar

ln the Centenary Year of Dr' B.R. Ambedkar, Free^dom Frrst joins others in saluting his memory
and in recallirrg his invaluable contribution
to the social and political evolution of the country. Single-handed, in the teeth of veh"em"nt oppo'tition
he foughifor the rights of the
downtrodden and wrenched for them concessions
in reality their right as human beings t6 ii"e in aignity. dqually impJrtant was his
Herculean labour in drafting the Constitution of free lndia. lt remains imonument to his iommitment
to a liberal, humane society.

-

Freedom First believes that in these troubled days when anarchy seems to have been let loose in our land, we
cannot do better than
reiterate thd words of Dr. Ambedkar at the close of the ConstitueniAssembly's deliberations on November
25, lg4g.What is published heie
is only an extract. we hope to publish the other parts of his speech in future lssues.
. His wor ds wet e it nportant then, but ttcver have' they be-en more important than nou,. l-hc nerru gerreratiol ;v6ultl d9 well to ponder over
them, and the old recollect the anguish ti.rat was behind Dr. Ambedkar pronouncements.

...On 26th January 1950, India will be

opposing political creeds. Will lndians

an independent country. What would place the country above their creed or

happen to her independence? Will she will they place creed aboVe country? I
maintain her independence or will she do not know. But this much is certain
lose it again? This is the first thought that if the parties place creed above
that comes to my mind. lt is not that country, our independence will be put

India was never

an

independent
country. The point is that she once lost

the independence she had. Will

she

lose it a second time? lt is. this thought
which makes me most anxious for the
future. What perturbs me greatly is the
fact that not only India has once before
lost her independence, but she lost it by
the infidelity and treachery of some of
her own people. ln the invasion of Sind
by Mahommed-Bin-Kasim, the military
commanders of King Dahar accepted
bribes from the agents of MahommedBin-Kasim and refused to fight on the
side of their King. lt was Jaichand who

invited Mahommed Ghori to invade
lndia and fight against Prithvi Raj and
promised him the help of himself and
the Solanki Kings. When Shivaji was
fighting for the liberation of Hindus, the

in jeopardy a second time and probably

be lost for ever. This eventuality we
must all resolutely guard against. We
must be determined to defend our
independence with the last drop of our
blood.
India's Democratic Traditions
On the 26th of January 1950, lndia

would be a democratiq country in the
sense that India from that day would
have a government of the people, by
the people and for the people. The
same thought comes to my mind. What

to her democratic
Will she be able to

would happen
Constitution?

maintain it or will she lose it again? This
is the second thought that comes to my
mind and makes me as anxious as the
first.

Maratha noblemen and the Rajput
-ih.
'. other
kings were fighting the battle on

It is not that lndia did not know what
is Democracy. There was a time when
-..side of Moghul Emperors. When the lndia was str.rdded with republics, and
British r.vere trvinq to destrov the Sikh even where there were monarchies,
r;\ ''

; .

:

were never absolute. lt is not that lndia
save the Sikh kingdom. ln 1857, did not know Parliaments or
when a large part of lndia had declared Parliamentary Procedure. A study of the
a war of independence against the Buddhist Bikshu Sanghas discloses
.British, the Sikhs stood and wa.tched that not only there were Parliaments
commander, sat silent and did not help

to

for the Sanghas were nothing

the event as silent spectators.

Parliaments

Will History Repeat ltself?

Will history repeat itselP It is

but

this

and

the San-ghas knew
- butall
observed
the rules of

parliamentary procedure known to
thought which fills me with anxiety. This modern times. They had rules
anxieW is deepened by the realization of regarding seating arrangements, rules
the fact that in addition to our old regarding motions, resolutions,
enernies in the form of castes and quorum. r.vhin. corrnt!no of votes. votina
creeds we are going to have many by
ballot, censure motion,

politicai parties with diverse aild reqularrzation,

res judicata

etc.

Although these rules of p'arliamentary
procedure were applied by Buddha to
the meeting of the Sanghas, he must
have borrowed them from the rules of
the political ,assemblies ftrnctioning in
the country in his time.

This democratic system lndia lost.
Will she lose it a second time? I donot
know. But

it is quite

possible

in

a

country like India
where democracy
- must be regarded
from its long disuse

as something quite new

--

there is

danger of democracy giving place to
dictatorship. It is quite possible for this
new born. democracy to retain its form
but give place to dictatorship in fact. lf
there is a landslide, the danger of the
second possibility becoming actuality is
much greater.
lf we wish to maintain deihocracy not
merely in form, but also in fact, what

must we do? The first thing in my
judgment we must do is to hold fast the
constitutional methods of achieving our
social and economic objectives. lt
means we must abandon the bloody
methods of revolution. lt means that we
must abandon the rnethod of civil
disobedience, non-cooperation and
r-,.,--rr - \r/h6n therc u,as no \.\/a'
reri- lol eoitsti[utlortai nretltods iui
'- -rr

achieving econorriic and social
a great deal of

objectives, there was

justification for unconstitutional
methods. But where constitutional

methods are open, there can be no
justification for these unconstitutional
methods. These methods are nothing
but the Grammar of Anarchy and the
sooner they are abandoned, the better
for us.
The Danger of Hero Worshin

ihe second thing we must do is to
observe the caution which John Stuart
Frcctlorn
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Mill has given to all who are interested

in the maintenance of

democracy,
namely, not "to lay their liberties at the
feet of even a great man, or to trust him

with powers which enable him to
subvert their institutibns". There is
nothing wrong in being grateful to great
life-long
services to the country. But there are
limits to gratefulness. As has been well

men who have rendered

said by the lrish patriot

Daniel

O'Connell, no man can be grateful at
the cost of his honour, no woman can
be grateful at the cost of her chastity
and no nation can be grateful at the
cost of its liberty. This caution is far
more necessary in the case of lndia
than in the case of any other country.
For in lndia, Bhakti or what may be
called the path of devotion or heroworship, plays a part in its politics
ungqualled in magnitude by the part it

be content with mere political
democracy. We mqst make our political
democracy a social democracy as well.
Political democracy cannot last unless
there lies at the base of it social
denrocracy. What does social
democracy mean? lt means a way of life
which recognizes liberly, equality and
fraternity as the principles of life. These
principles of liberty, equality and

fraternity are not to be treated as
separate items in a trinity. They forrn a
union of trinity in the sense that to
divorce one from the other is to defeat
the very purpose of democracy. Liberly

cannot be divorced from equality,
equality cannot be divorced from

liberty. Nor can liberty and equality be
divorced from fraternity. Without

equality,

liber! would produce the

supremacy of the few over the many.

Equality without liberty would kill
individual initiative. Without fraternity,

plays in the politics of any other country
in the world. Bhakti in religion may be a

libefi

road to the salvation of the soul. But in

natural course

politics, Bhakti or hero-worship is a
sure road to degradation and to
eventual dictatorship.
The Content of Real Democracy

The third thing we must do is not to

and equality could not become a

of things. lt

would

require a constable to enforce them.
We must begin by acknowledging the
fact that there is complete absence of
two things in lndia. One of these is
equality. On the social plane, we have in

L
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means

elevation for some and degradation for

others. On the economic plane, we
have a society in which there are some

who have immense wealth as against
many who live in abject poverty.

Social Equality

On the 26th January 1950, we

going to enter into a life

are

of
contradictions. ln politics we will have
equality and in social and economic life
we will have inequality. In politics we will

be recognizing the principle of one man
one vote and one vote one value. ln our
social and economic life, we shall, by

reason of our social and economic
structure, continue to deny the principle
of one man one value. How long shall

we continue to live this life of
contradiction? How long shall we
continue to deny equality in our social
and economic life? If we continue to
deny if for long, we will do so only by
putting our political democracy in peril.
We must remove this contradiction at
the earliest possible moment or else
those who suffer from inequality will

blow up the structure of

l"k
naymona's

tVertett
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lndia a society based on the principle of

graded inequality which

ry

n& lo

political

democricy which this Assembly has so
laboriously built up.
Fraternity
The second thing we are wanting in is
recognition of the principle of fraternity.
What does fraternig mean? Fraternity

means a sense of

brotherhood of all lndians

common
of lndians

- principle
being one people. It is the

which gives unity and solidarity to social
life. lt is a.difficult thing to achieve. How
difficult it is can be realized from the

story related by James Bryce in his
volume on American Commonwealth
about the United States of America.
The story is
I propose to recount it
in the words of Bryce himself
that-

-

Some years ago the American
Protestant Episcopal Church was

occupied at its triennial Convention
in revising its liturgy. It was thought
desirable to introduce among the
short sentence prayers a prayer for
the whole people, and an eminent
New England divine proposed the
words 'O Lord, bless our nation'.
Accepted one afternoon, on the spur
of the moment, the sentence was
brought up next day for
reconsideration, when so many
objections were raised by the laity to
the word 'nation' as importing too

definite

a

recognition

of national

realization

of this goal is going to

be

including our own are being moved by

far more difficult than it

new ideologies. They are getting tired of

United States has no caste problem. ln
lnciia there are castes. These castes are
anti-national : in the first place because

Covernment by the people. They are
prepared to have Covernment for the
people and are indifferent whether it is
Covernment of the people and by the
people. lf we wish to preserve the

very difficult

has been in- the United States. The

they bring about separation in social
life. They are anti-naticnal also because

Constitution in which we have sought to
enshrine the principle of Covernment of
the people, for the people and by the
people, let us resolve not to be tardy in

they generate jealousy and antipathy
between'caste and caste. But we must
overcome all these difficulties if we wish
become a nation in reality. For
fraternity can be a fact only when there
is a nation. Without fraternity, equality
and liberty will be no deeper than coats

to

the recognition of the evils that lie
across our path and which induce
people to prefer Covernment for the
people to Covernment by the people,
nor to be weak in our initiative to

of paint.
Equality and Fraternity

Cornerstone

-

remove them. That is the only way to
serve the country. I know of no better.

The

These are my reflections about the
tasks that lie ahead of us. They may not
be very pleasant to some. But there can
be no gainsaying that political power in

Crumbling Values in Education

this country has too long been the
monopply of a iew and the many are
not on'ly beasts of burden, but also

ln the July-September issue, under the cap-

tion "The Fallout of a Crumbling Educational
Structure', various authors have given their
views on the falling standard of values in our
educational system, and how to remedy this,
ending with Will Durant's 'Advice to Youth'.
While there can be no doubt on the merits of
what has been stated in these articles, I wish to
add a slightly differpnt connotation to this.
ln my days, I don't remember seeing any
bool< or article of Dos and Donts on how to
behave, as our character and values were
based more on example, than on advice. At
home, we followed the examples set by our
parents, at school by our teachers, at college
by our professors, and at work by ouq superiors. About four years ago, while giving a talk
on business ethics and value systems at a
management institute, one of my students
asked me if he could ask a very pertinent

beasts of prey. This monopoly has not
merely deprived them of their chance of
betterment, it has sapped them of what

may be called the significance of life.
These down-trodden classes are tired
of being governed. They are impatient
to govern themselves. This urge of selfrealization in the down-trpdden classes
must not be allowed to devolve into a

unity, that it was dropped and
instead there were adopted the class struggle or class war. lt would lead
words 'O Lord, bless these United to a division of the house. That would
States'.

ls lndia a'Nation'?

There was so little solidarity in the
U.SA. at the time when this incident
occurred that the people of America did
not think that they were a nation. lf the
people of the United States could not

' "

it

.':

.l'fll-.:lt
is tor lndians to mink that tney are

I

indeed be a day of disaster. For, as has
been well said by Abraham, Lincoln, a
house divided against itself cannot
stand very lon!. Therefore the sooner
room is made for the realization of their
aspiration, the better for the few, the
better for the country, the better for the
maintenance of its independence and

the better for the continuance of
,'if '.,:,

its

, i. .

done by the establishment of equality

remember the days when
politically minded Indians resented the
expression "the people of lndia". They
preferred the expression "the lndian

and fraternity in all Spheres of life. That
is why I have laid so much stress on
them.

nation." I am of opinion that in believing
that we are a nation, we are cherishing a
great delusion. How can people divided
into several thousands of castes be a
nation? The sooner we realize that we
are not as yet a nation in the social and
psycl-rological sense of the word, the

I do not wish to weary the House any

nation.

better for us. For then only we shall
ledilze [nc nccesslty ot uecot r'ililg at
nation and seLiously tirink of ways and
means of realizirrg tire goal. The

question.
This was the period when the Bombay and
Pune universities were rocked by what was
then known as the 'marks scandal', in which,
even the Chief Minister and the Covernor were
involved. The question posed by the student
1' 41. "q,ir r.r.lrrt is tho r;s,' nf,,r111r tnlllrtrt tts trt

cheats, my teacher cheats, my protessor

cheats. rny registrar cheats, my vice-

chancellor cheats. my chief minister cheats.
and even my Covernor cheats."
The point I am trying to make is that, one
cannot entirely blame the students for what is
happening in their educational institutions, as
unlike what was in my days, they have no
examples to follow. I can do no better, than to
quote a well-known saf ng of the army: 'There
are no good or bad soldiers, there are only
good or bad officers.

further. lndependence is no doubt a
matter of joy. But let us not forget that
this independence has thrown on us

great responsibilities. By independence,
we have lost the excuse of blaming the
British for anything going wrong. lf
hereafter things qo wrong. we will have

iloDooy. lL, Uldruc exLepl uulscrvcs.
TheLe is great ci.rrrger of i,lrirtgs goirrg
wlong. Tirnes ane fast changing. People

8ltlc.
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Fifty Years Later

Even Moorthy, the villoge Gondhi connot enter the porioh quorter without inner struEgle ond
revulsion. He sips, but once, from the cup of milk ploced before him os before o God, ond
expiotes for this socrilege by toking o both, chonging his clothes, ond sipping Gonges woter.

Raja Rao's KANTHAPURA was first
published in 1938, about half a century
ago and has been recognised as a landmark in Indian English literature. The

mercilessly beaten and dispersed and
Moorthy was sentenced to three months' imprisonment.
Non-Cooperation Movement

historical political background of the
novel is the Indian nationalist movement, Salt Satgagraha and the memorable Dandi March of Candhi and his
followers in March 1930. It not only
conveys the generous enthusiasm that
moved the nation in that eventful year
but also provides an intimate and

As a true follower of Gandhi he refused to accept the services of a lawyer

for his defence. But suddenly the
Mahatma called off the Non-.

Cooperation,movement following the
Candhi-lrwin Pact on 5th March, 1931
and all satgagrahis were freed from
prison on the even ofthe second Round

revealing portrait of Indian life, especial-

Table Conference. The erstwhile satga-

ly in the countryside. Years have not

grahis were now to conduct themselves
as dutiful citizens and cooperate with
the government. Gandhi was to attend
the conference to help in solving the
national problem. This sudden turn of

reduced the interest or relevance of the

novel.

lt is true that our villages have

changed since then but the age-old eth-

os of village life continues essentially
unchanged.

events was disappointing

to

many.

Kanthapura's 'Gandhi'
compelled Moorthy to undertake, like
It is only on the surface that KAN- Candhi, a three-day fast in the temple
THAPUM is a political novel. The precincts for self-purification, prayer
nationalist movement is of the country and meditation. He experienced during
but it is reflected in the village with its this fast several visions, of which the
local tones, within the framework of ils most notable was that of the Mahatma.
tradition, culture and popular religion. His being became suffused with love for
The message of Gandhiwas brought to all
even for Bade Khan, the police-

clear that political freedom alone was
not enough for the country. "...as long
as there will be iron gates and barbed

homo after makino a honfire of his for- 'hlrnl,otod

coolie cars. there will alwavs be oariah

Moorthy, too, became disillusioned and
sceptical about the outcome of the con'the red men know how to
ference
deceive -the saint and he would allow
himself to be cheated.' It also became

the village by Moorthy who, like so man- who had so brutally assaulted him. wires round the Skeffington Coffee
many young men of the time, left the
On the third day of the fast love Estate, the city cars that roll up the Bebcity college and returned to his village swelled up in him like a flood and he felt bur Mound, and the gaS lights and the
J,g, ,
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Though he had never met Candhi, he 'lighter in limb and lighter in soul' and
had visions of the Mahatma which total- proceeded to preach the 'Don't touchly transformed him. Range Gowda, the the-Government-campaign'
picketredoubtable village patil, accepts him ing of liquor shops and non-payment
of
as 'Our Gandhi' and the village folk taxes. He was joined by the men and
concur overwhelmingly. To the women women of the village with increased
of the village he is the 'small Mountain' enthusiasm. The
Covernrnent
while Candhi is the 'Big Mountain'. answered with ruthless force and served
Under his leadership the men and peremptory notices of revenue dues on
women of the village become Congress the villagers. They, however, remained
volunteers and take to ritual spinning.
unmoved by the notices and threats of
The notorious Skeffington Esta'.c is the Government. Even the Skeffington
ii iu fi, )1. :rccilc vi ..t-ovi, *- i,l ,, r;c1:ri.:;-.; i-:*.:'"- ','.'-:l:?r-: l:r",' b'-'j-in jtini1^ tx'
of liquor shops. The rziolence which movement if only to escape from the
marred this essentially peaceful action planter's tyranny. The satgagrahis were
Frt'Lttl<vn
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Nehru, the Bharata to the Mahatma, an
'equal-distributionist' and therefore
Moorthy becomes Nehru's followers.
Not all of Moorthy's followers were of
one mind about satgagraha, nor were

'

all of Candhi's followers, for that mattei.

It was only the leader's personality that';
held them all together. Ttre pariah
group would prefer satyagraha without
jail --- hovr clse rvculC their land b'e cul-

tivated? Candhi's promise
Ii rir,:

r',.rc

/-l-i'.r.i.i.

of

:rl irr tlrp

Rama

r)r.rqt'!at

Kali Yuqa. Range Cowda, too, is an'
eminently practical Gandhian. He has

both a golden tongue and a leather
tongr"re and would much prefer satgagraha sans ahimsal The orthodox sections feared that Candhism would lead
to a veritable deluge of pollution; some
of them, however, hoped for an early
and unpolluted death. After me, the deluge, they would say. As women were
drawn into the non-cooperation movement, domestic cooperation and harmony suffered.and men frequently lost
their temper and grew violent with threir
partners!

plaint. lt is revealing that they have to
take the oath of satgagraha and spinning on the steps of the temple court-

yard while the rest do so before the
deity in the temple. Range Cowda, the
village fuehrer, shouts to them: "Here in
the temple or there in the courtyard, it is
the same god you vow before, so go

along."!

Even Moorthy, the village Candhi
cannot enter the pariah quarter without
inner struggle and revulsion. He sips,
but once, from the cup of milk placed
before him as before a God, and expiates for this sacrilege by taking a bath,
changing his clothes, and sipping
Canges water. He cannot even enter his
hcuse through the front door or eat in
the dining hall. As the narrator puts it,
"After all a brahmin is a brahmin."

But the essence of the matter is
expressed by the simple villagers of
Kanthapura: "No, sister, no, nothing
can ever be the same again. You will say
we have lost this, you will say we have
lost that. Kenchamma, forgive us, but
there is something that has entered our
hearts, an abundance like the Himavathy on Cauri's night."

Social Relationships
KANTHAPURA is a living picture of
village life and society in the early dec-

ades of this century with an amazing
wealth of minute detail. To those who
are unfamiliar with village life and idiom

the very names of characters would
sound strange and distant. Names such

as Range Cowda, Chenna,

Surappa,

etc., are specifically local. Tagging on
epithets to proper names is a familiar
village habit. 'Pock-marked Sidda', for
instance, makes Sidda a more intimate
figure. Some expressions are literal
translations from Kannada and make
the narrative real and picturesque but to

a non-Kannada reader they would be
incomprehensible and totally
un-english.
Kanthapura is a typical small village
with four and twenty houses and with
,l

ters, weavers and sucl/cis. I he Biarrrnrr-r

quarters are central, prominent. So are
some of the well to do from other communities. The potters quarter consisting

of only five houses was proof of

the

decline of traditional industry. The Mangalore tiles had displaced the cruder
ones of the village potters and most of
them had turned to agriculture or to city
labour. Money economy was still far off.
Even to one owninq seven acres of wet
land twelve acres of dry land a rupee

was quite a fortune, a twen$-fifth of
ol)e s levenue. I nc Pdirdo qudlL€t ui r.llc
village was rts black spot. The pariahs
bore their lot without bitterness or com-

Religion and Orthodory
To the men and women of Kanthapura religion is their very life and Kenchamma is their ever watchful
protective deity. lt is by her grace that
good harvests are reaped and cholera
and small pox are cured. Even satga-

graha could not be launched without
her blessing. The women believed that
her tender love would turn the police-

man's /athis into butter and silken

thread. The Harikatha or religious discourse was a regular feature of village
life and attracted everyone. Jayaramachar could deftly turn the discourse into
a veiled but powerful instrument of antiBritish propaganda..Ramakrishnayya's
expositions of Vedanta were for the
more philosophically minded. The faith
of the people was simple and innocent.
A shooting star meant the departure of
a noble soul. The winking of the right
eye assured Chennayya of a good harvest. The clucking of a lizard must be
,,, - i','.-i lrt.'
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na.' Dasappa died of snake

ness with the city lawyer. He is thorough
in his knowledge of the tips to be paid
to the clerks, peons and door-keepers

in the Sub-Registrar's office. He also
knows the status and fee of every city
lawyer. He helps the needy villager with
money on mortgage of land and personally attends to the completion of the
transaction in the Government offices,
collecting an extra charge for his services. Ultimately the land becomes Bhat-

ta's property as the loan is

never

returned. It is thr"rs that tre has become
the biggest landlord in the village. Even
then, he was better than Rama Chetty

and Subba Chetty who were the real
ruin of the village. His only grievance
against Moorthy was his fraternisation
with the untouchables. He opposed
Moorthy with the powerful support of
Swamiji, the religious head but failed as

was expected. Bhatta had Moorthy
excommunicated by the Swamiji and
Moorthy's mother died broken hearted.

To her the excommunication was the
very extinction of the family. Her death
symbolizes the end of the old order of
family values. Ultimately he sold away
all his properly to the Bombay men and
left for holy Banaras. He had good pros-

pects there, too,. "ln Kashi, for every
hymn and hiccup you could get a

rupee."!

ln the end Kanthapura is totally
"there's neither man nor
mosquito-in Kanthapura." lt has now

changed

passed into the hands of the Bombay
financiers. The village characters are all
dispersed and have shifted towards
town and city. Patil Range Gowda, the
symbol of village power and dignity,
unearths stealthily the jewels which he
had hidden underground during the
recent disturbed times, drinks three
handfuls of Himavathy river and bids
fars..r,oll ro thc dpar r.,illane his heart

t

bite
although he had an eagle mark on his

hand. He had wilfully provoked Father
Naga days back but the cobra's memo-

ry was sharp and the offender was

unerringly spotted and bitten. Even barber Ramachandra's chants proved
powerless against its venom.

L) , !, !r, ,:J

would share his sadness, especially if he
has grown in a village, breathed its simplicity and innocence and lived through
its occasional excitements.
PROF. G.N. SARI{A, Professor of Polltical Science (Retd). Marathwada University, Aurangabad.

Kanthapura's Decline
Bhatta is a striking character in the

rrovel. lle is the rock of ccrttservatisrrr My idea ot an agreeabte persorl rs a
and orthodoxy, a cornbination of brah- persr.rrr wlro agrees willr rne.
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with equal skill get things done in the
Sub-Registrar's office and settle busiF
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I am askinp the edwcated man

or womanTaho reads this: Do

y04loue the common folk of
our land, the men and'women
who swarm in town and
uillopr? Do you loue the

lygu6r,t

they ipe:a!? Do' yo,l
Ioue metr ways and manners/
Do you loueihe relision thev
belieue in, not l?okifig.upor'it
as ipnorance but As"better
.wisddm than your own? All
this loue sLtms wp to patriotism.
Rujaji
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Dharma in Public Life
C, Subramaniam

The 1990 RajQi Birlhdag Lecture under the auspic<s of
The Raj4ji Foundation toas deliuered bg His Ercellencg
C. Sttbramaniam, Gouernor of Maharashtra on December
The follotuing is the text of tlte lecture

7.

As lstand before you to pay homage to the memory of my
revered Curu, Rajaji, different facets of his multi-faceted and
versatile genius flash in bold relief througlr the mirror of
memory, transporting me to a bygone presence of saintly
affection and reassuring protection, of gentle tutelage and
steadfast adherence to principles, of courage of conviction and
scintillating brilliance, of incomparable eloquence and
penetrating insight, of erudite scholarship and far-seeing vision.

Gandhiji's'Conscience-keeper'
Acknowledged by Candhiji as his "conscience keeper", Rajaji
was ranked next only to the Father of the Nation in political
sagacity and maturity. An ardent patriot, a great thinker, able
administrator, skilled debator, prolific writer, astute
parliamentarian, social reformer, statesman of international
acclaim and a man of destiny who believed in the greatness of
Qod and the majesty of His Moral.Law. Possessing rare aplomb
and strong convictions, he never bothered about the applause
of the multitude, and when the national interest demanded, did
not hesitate to swim against popular currents. All his life he
fought increasingly for the enthronement of moral and ethical
values in public life. His motto was "When one sees a great evil,
one must fight it. Otherwise, there is no purpose in life." No
price was too heavy, nor any sacrifice too great for him, when it
came to a question of principles.
At the age of forty, when full of promise for worldly
advancement, he did not hesitate to give up his flourishing law
practice and withdraw his children from school to join Qandhiji
in the freedom struggle. So also after independence, to his
great sorrow, when he saw "landslides of moral standards like
,.:.'l'
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ideas of Suadh arma, he did not hesitate to break away from
valued friendships and time-honoured camaraderie causing
distress and adverse comments. His undying love for the
country and its people helped him undergo such great
sacrifices. ln his own words:

"But should we not defend our freedom, should we not
defend democracy, should we not defend
Dhamta?...When the morality of the nation and its elite is
being undermined and threatened with destruction, there
is no question of any alternative or surrender to superior
force. We must fight and protect the soul of the nation
from beinq overwhelmed and destroyed. lt is the dutv of
eacll Cltll.CIl l"O leslst ll iu Ulc UUllu)t *t,i tuu, wdrLlrg rul
others or counting the cost. For if the nation s morality is
lost, there will be nothing thereafter to save."

Candhiji and Rajaji had identical beliefs in fundamental
matters. Both had deep and abiding faith in Cod, (the term
standing for the finest conception of power working for
universal good) and in Dharma, also in the widest sense.
Candhiji used to say, "He who fights for a sense of Dharma
never despairs...The man who purifies himself and gives up all
for the sake of others will enjoy greater power than even an
emperor". The life, sacrifice and battles of Rajaji exemplified
Candhiji's words in full measure.
The Central ldea in lndian Culture
lndia is the motherland of the Spirit. Beginning from the
Vedic Age, it has had a continuous life, developing the power of
the Spirit. lndian culture based on this is the only hope for
mankind. Before the dawn of history, this culture had
developed the Central ldea of Dharma.lt underscored an
unalterable faith in human endeavour, self restraint
(samgama) and self-discipline (tapas). Emphasis was laid on
individuaf experience and becoming rather than on belief and
the scriptural word. Fulfilment was attained only when a man
shed his limitations and became divine in this life. Running
through a diversity of religious beliefs and social injunctions
was the emphasis on the observance of the great vows
"mahauratas"
of non-violence, truth, non-stealing, continence and- non-possession as the essential steps in man's
advance towards the life of the Spirit.
Human behaviour and outlook had therefore to be
harmonised and regulated by the ethical and spiritual values
calculated to lead to his goal. The Central ldea in lndian culture,
coming to us through the ages, regulates our characteristic way
of life; it is sustained by the Message, of which the Cita is the
great scripture; expounding the truth contained in the Vedas
and the UpanishaCs;the great epics Ramagana and
Mahabharata, elaborate expositions thereon; and the lives and
teachings of Dayanand, Ramakishna, Gandhiji, Aurobindo,
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the path of the Spirit. lndia's culture is eternal in the sense that
its Central ldea has persisted through time. But it is ever fresh;
the values shaped by the ldea can be revitalised age after age to
suit the needs of changing times.
The Rtgr Veda gives the most ancient utterance which
inspired lndian culture and religion down the centuries: "Truth
is one, sages call it by various names." Lord Krishna
proclaimed in Cita this oneness: "Through whatever paths men
come unto me, I receive them through those very paths; all
paths, O Arjuna, lead unto me only".

The (nifying Force of 'Dharma'
Man cannot advance on the long road of his spiritual grou4h
withortt cliseinlininn fri< rr1"7-rcs fnr rrrr-ra.i, s.rti..f:,'ti,, r. 1,,. i,.,.i
to bring a certain measure of stabilisation in his inner life
through such discipline that is incorporated in the concept ot
Dharma, or ethical sense, which is inseparable frorn any
irccdorn
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ordered human society. Bereft of them, man becomes reduced
to a beast, says lndian wisdom: dharmena hinah pasubhih
samanah. Dharma as the principle of integration of man with
man in society, does not mean religion in the sense of creed,
doctrine, or ritual, nor any scheme of other-worldly salvation. A
mere accumulation of bricks does not constitute a building. lt
needs cement to unite brick with brick to make for its

integrated structure. Similarly, a mere aggregation of men does
not constitute society. Dharma is the value that unites man to
man to form the integrated organisation which is society.
Dharma stresses the idea of a mutuality and inter-dependence
of man in society. Man needs the context of other human
beings for his very humanization.
lndian philosophy refers to dltarma, artha and kama as the
triuarga, the inseparable group of three, and treats them as
Swami Ranganathananda put it "as the warp and woof of
ordered human society" and presents m oksha, the absolute
freedom of the spirit, as the fourth p urusaiha, as an optional
trans-social pursuit for those who desire to realise one's true
nature. For all the rest, the moksha experience comes within
the limitations of the social context, as Dhanna. ltis Dharma
which enables a human being to express himself in acts of
service and makes him incapable of exploiting other human

Finally, one must cultivate Upanishad or thoughtfulness.
Man progressed through thinking; and all cultures are products
of thought. All modern cultures are the products of profound
scientific, social and political thinking. Therefore less talk, more
thought and more work should be the motto of all in public life.
Swami Vivekananda also called for less talk and more work
which alone can elevate the nation. By talking less, we stimulate
thinking on the one hand, and action on the other.
Unfortunately what we observe these days in public life, is
exactJy the opposite.
lf we want to energize our administration and give the people
what is their due by way of economic betterment, education,
social development, good culture, and the like, we have to
change ourselves. We must become the instruments of the
nation and not mere instruments of self-will or self-purpose.
This public spirit is generally lacking in our society. Along with
it, the spirit of service must also be developed. Millions of
people have been living in darkness and under oppression,
social as well as political, for centuries together. Today, for the
first time, we have established a state with the avowed intention
of bringing happiness and cheer to millions of our people. This
is embodied in our Constitution and it is the responsibility of the

nation to fullfil it.

beings.

"Whatsoever is done with knowledge, with conviction,
and with deeo thinking, that alone becomes supremely

The Message oI The Gita
In the words of Swami Ranganathananda: 'Yoga transforms
a man into a new type of human being, who possesses a heroic
attitude, and not the petty attitude of mere profit and loss. When
I have the heroic attitude, I shall work for the good of all. This is
the real spiritual growth of a person. The sooner our people
understand that religion does not mean just a few rituals and
chantings or running after magic and miracles, the better it will
be. Relrgion means spiritual growth and the buitding up of
character, which makes a man go begond his organic
Iimitatiors. This is the Yqga which Sri Krishna teaches in the

efficient."

Bhagauad-Cita."

The philosophy which enables a person to rise above his
individuality and sustain him in the field of public activity is
called Yqga by the Bhagauad-Gita. Lord Krishna exhorted
Arjuna to be aYqi to ensure the happiness and welfare of
millions of people. What is the nature of Yoga? The Gita says
'Yoga is efficiency in actions".
Yqah karmasu kausalam"
ln Chhandogga Upanishad, efficienry
is defined in a beautiful
passage:

Three Compcnents of Efficiency
The first component of efficiency is uidga i.e. knowledge of
things or the technical know-how of a particular subject. Then
comes sraddha i.e. faith in oneself and in the cause for which
one is working. Last comes Upanishad, i.e. deep thinking
about a subject so that you can get the best out of it.Vidga.
these three things are necessary
Sraddha, and Upanishad
to increase efficiency in any- particular field.
Sraddha is very important. ln India, this want of Sraddha, or
the loss of seriousness has given rise to a cynical attitude in
public life. At everything of value, we scoff. Such cynicism is
worse than death.

Work efficiency and personalig-efficiency
these two must
- the Yqga
grow side by side. These two together constitute
of
the Bhagauad-Cita. All men in public life should become true
Yogis by being productive units of society. This human groMh
in quality is very important today. This comes from true
education and not from institutional education. You educate
yourself and raise yourself, as Sri Krishna says in the gixth
chapter of the Bhag auad- Q ita :
"You raise yourself by yourself, don't let yourself dowrl;
for, you alone are your own tiiend, and you alone are

your own enemy."
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This is the call of Lord Krishna in the Gita. "fuise and Awake"
should be our mantra for positive public action.
ln the words of Gandhiji, "The Cita provides you with a code
of conduct Whenever you are in doubt" trouble, depression or
despair you will turn to the code and the compendium." For
those of us who are not scholarly enough to interpret and
understand the Cita, Mahatmaji's life stands before us as a
shining guide and example. Hence to comprehend the import
of Dharma in public life, one has to turn to Candhiji's life and
teachings.
Leadership by Example
In politcs, Ieadeiship is an important factor not only at the
top level but leadership at various levels. Particularly those who
occupy high positions in politics have to discharge a grave
responsibility by being examples for others to follow. Why was
Mahatmaji able to inspire millions of his countrymen and also
earn the respect of the rest of the world? lt was mainly because
of his purity of character and not just preaching to others, but
practising what he preached. If there is any weakness in the
character of the leadership, it geB reflected in the followers and
large masses of the people are influenced by the norms set by
the leaders.
Todaywe find ourselves in a very unhappy position in the
country with a good deal of indiscipline in every walk of life
including educational institutions. What is the main reason for
this? lt is because of the bad example set up by the elected
leaders in parliament and state legislatures. The indiscipline
that marks the proceedings of parliament and legislatures are
matters of great concern. Not only pandemonium is created
obstructing the proceedings of the legislatures but also acG of
violence among the members inside the legislatures are
becoming cornmon and an almost every day occurence.
Nobody is prepared to observe the rules of the game. Then
how can we expect the masses of the people to observe
discipline and respect the laws and regulations.
It is time that legislators come to recognise and live up to
their responsibilities as cbmmunity leaders in a free democratic
society. They have to be a source of inspiration to others. So
long as they do not observe discipline in the House they cannot
expect discipline among the students and workers. As Lord
Krishna says in the Cita :

"Whichever may be the way of life that a superior man
adopts, that very one is followed by other people too.
What he might make his guiding principle, the world too
behaves according to the same."
Why So Much ConuPtion?
There is an atmosphere of corruption pervading the whole
country today. Corruption is becoming a way of life. This is
largelydue to the bad example set by the lead9r.s. Even when
the-re is suspicion of corruption at the top level then the whole
system gets corruPted, That is why the saying, "Caesar's wife
s-hould 5e above suspicion" - it is for setting an example for
other women. ln the profession of politics, leaders have a grave
responsibility in setting an ideal and examPle for.others to
otherwise the whole political system is bound to get
follow
polluted affecting all sectors of natonal activity. Gandh'rji had
;voluntary
seMce of others demands the best
insisted that the
of which one is caPable and must take Precedence over seMce
of self'. Service before self is a rhotto applicable to all public
workers whether in the political or social fields. But today the
politicians have gone down in the public estimate because they
are considered to be more as self-seeking individuals than as
public spirited workers. During the freedom struggle days there
was a temper of sacrifice, seMce and self-discipline among the

-

politicians but now these have been replaced by power, profit
and pleasure as the motivating force. ln revitalising the political
forces in the country this needs foremost attention.
Rajajiviewed political corruPtion not merely as the bringing
but the corruption in kind
takes place
of voters
- thatofalso
of the ruling party
which consists
ministers and members
offering special political services to the constituencies they are
moving in. This is not a general offer of seMce, social seMce
and so on which may be incorporated in the electoral
manifesto of parties, but specific appeals to particular
constituencies thus : 'lf you give us votes, we shall dig a well for
you, erect a school for you or get a road Paved toyour village.' lt
is this kind of general corruption in our political life that makes
possible the corruption of officials.
Emphasising the need to limit the jurisdiction oI ministers in
regard to administration in the parliamentary system of
government, Rajaji said that ministers should confine
themselves to formulation of policies, and the whole business
of administration, the whole business of implementing these
policies be left to the permanent civil seMce. lf ministers go on
interfering with the day-to-day administration, the officals lose
all interest in administration. Both the officials and ministers get
more and more oPPortunities for practising corruption. Giving
an example Rajaji said : "There are lvlinisters of Housing who
take upon themselves the business of allotting houses and
those who want houses have to appty to the Minister and dance
attendance in the ante-rooms of Ministers in order to get an
allotment, while they have an accommodation officer who is
charged with the duty of allotting houses. When there is this
confusion between the jurisdiction of Ministers and officials,
there is bound to be intlrference, there is bound to be
succumbing to Pressure. There is bound to be succumbing to
temptation."
ln hii opinion, officials working under a govemment formed
by political parties have not leamed to exercise the
indlpendence which their opposite numbers in Britain do. ln
lndia, tnembers of the Permanent service in charge of day-today administration, have found it necessary, in their interests, to
asiertain the wishes of the ministers even in matters of
discretion vested in the administrativi: machinery. From this
naturally follows complaints of political corruption. Rajaji
pleaded for an independent Board to be in supreme charge ofihe licence-permit-quota administration to reduce this political
corruption.
Politicians require integri$ of character more than any other
section of the community. ln view of the all pervading influence
of politics in the present day life of the people, lack of character
amongst the pol-iticians pollutes all other activities. Gandhiji set
very high standards in dealing with public funds. He was
meticulous in keeping ProPer accounts for every rupee
collected and spent. The most regrettable feature in political life
today is the way in which political funds are collected and spent.
ln the name of election funds, huge sums are collected
especially by those in power for which they are not accountable
to anybod, even to the political party to which they belong. ..
This iras been the main source of corruption which is corroding
the entire nation. Unless acceptable codes of conduct are
evolved in regard to the collection of parly funds and
maintenance of correct accounts for these funds it will be
impossible to drive out corruption. Since the main source of
power namely politics get corrupted, it pollutes the entire moral
fabric of the nation.

The lmportance of Public MoralltY
As Candhiji confessed, "l felt compelled to come into the
political field because lfound lcould not do even social work
without touching pclitics. I feel that political work must be
looked upon in terms of social and moral progress' ln a
FreedomFirst 25
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democracy no fact of life is untouched by politics." Politics is a
profession to serve the people through the exercise of political
power. Unless this power is exercised with efficiency and
impartiality, society is bound to suffer. Particularly those who
occupy positions of power should have the ability to function
effectively in the discharge of their functions.
Writing inYoung India as early as 1930, Gandhiji expounded
the meaning of Sroar4;. 'My 5u,rar41 is to keep intact the genius
of our civilization ... The very essence of our civilization is that
we give paramount place to morality in all our affairs, public or
private." Gandhiji conducted the entire freedom movement on
these principles of Dharma, Satga andAhimsa. He held that
all religions are different roads cbnverging on the same.
Communal disharmony was his'creed.
Religious tolerance was always the mast-head of our ancient
civilisation from EmperorAsoka to the later kings. Swami
Vivekananda thrilled the whole world by declaring at the
Chicago Parliament of Religions, "l am proud to belong to a
religion which taught the world both toleration and universal
acceptance. We believe not only in universal toleration, but we
accept all religions as true." lt is indeed unfortunate that of late
some elements have cast aside these fundamental teneb of
our heritage and {,hipped up communal feelings, violence and
disputes in the name of religion and thereby setting the clock
back considerably. The viruses of casteism, fundamentalism
and regionalism are gnawing at the roots of our society. lt is a
pity that misguided elements in our society are repudiating the
very precepts of our civilisation and creating a wedge in our
unity in diversity. lt is not too late to remedy the situation by
retracing the steps and vindicate the sacrifices of the leaders of
the freedom movement and our founding fathers.
Rajaji's Dream
The only way to bring orderly political progress is to have a
Gandhian code of conduct of politicians and political parties
firmly rooted in our conceptof Dharma.lf one is asked as to
what four decades of self government have taught us, one must
admit ruefully in the wordi of T.S. Eliot, "We hal the
experience, but missed the meaning."

- The person who did not miss ihe meaning was Rajaji who
foresaw the effect of freedom when he made the following entry
in his prison diary as early as Janua ry 24', l9ZZ.
"Elections and their corruptions, injustice and the power
and tyranny of wealth, and inefficiency of administration,
will make a hell of life as soon as freedom is given to us.
Men will look regretfully bacl,. to the old regime of
comparative justice, and efficient, peaceful, more or less
honest administration.
The only thing gained will be that as a race we will be
saved from dishonour and subordination.
Hope lies only in universal education by which right
canduct, fear of Cod and love will be developed among
the citizens from childhood.
It is only if we succeed in this thatSu-rar41 will mean
happiness. Otherwise it will mean the grinding injustices
and tyranny of wealth. What a beautiful world it would be,
if everybody were just and Cod-fearing and realized the
happiness of loving others! Yet there is more practical
hope for the ultimate consummation of this ideal in lndia
than elsewhere."

The dream of Rajaji is yet to be fulfilled. lt is the duty of every
one in public life to strive his utmost to redeem this hope.
lndia was always endowed with the gift of producing great
leaders in its hour of need
leaders who possessed the ability
to galvanise millions to great heights. Gandhiji and Rajaji were
two such noble leaders who, through their sacrifices brought
about freedom and gave their very best to sustain iL In present
day politics Dharma stands at the crossroads, waiting for a
leader who will re-enthrone it and inculcate its spirit among all
public men. Will our nation flower again on the basis of our
ancientDharma, adapted to the changing conditions of the
present day world? Let politics become a noble profession to
achieve noble ends to benefit society.

-

Religion and Nation-Building
Every one of the great religions of the
world was intended by the revered founders and teachers thereof to be for all
humanity and not only for the people of

the limited part of the world where it
arose. Creat religions were not invented

as slogans or

devices

for

national

upheaval, though they may be subsequently used in that manner. They were
intended for all the peoples of the world
irrespective of political or other borders.
Our Praanaagaama mantra and our
Cagatri mantra are universal in their
content, encompassing the whole of life
on earth and above the earth, and in the
visible universe. There is not a single
mantra of importance in Hindu scripture
which narrows the outlook to within the
national borders.
Nationalism may become a necessity

undei certain conditlons but

Religion

should be a check on such nationalism,
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and not distorted for use as an augmentative force.

A

religion may be intended by its

prophets for the whole of humanity and
they may therefore want it to spread all
over the world, but on the wrong basis
that it contains the whole truth and that it
alone contains the truth. This is the outlook of Christianity and Islam as they
were developed by their adherents. The
Hindu seers, untike the saints of other
lands, saw that many roads may lead to
God and that there was no contradiction
in the differing ways chalked out by various Sages and seers. Hinduism from the
earliest times respected all the great religions of the world, as tlrey came one
after another in contact with the people
of lndia from abroad, or as they arose out
of the spiritual wisdom and energv of the
people of lndia themselves. The Hindus
therefore were taught not only tolerance,

resPect
but something more positive
and
and veneration for other religions
saints, prophets and teachers of other
religions. Hindu rulers gave full freedom and protection to such people who
came to lndia with their own ways of life
and worship and desired to live and worship as they had been taught to do.
The question, what place Religion
occupies in the building up of lndia, can

easily be misunderstood. lf the question
is with reference to the building up of

a national State, aggressively
poised against neighbours or others, or
lndia as

defensively poised against external
onslaught, then lwould say Religion has
necno place except the negative one
of acting as
essary although negative
a check on excessive nationalism to the
detriment of universal brotherhood and
harnrony.

-

-

An excerpt from Su.;arajga, Nov. 14, 1964

Will South Africa Go the'African Way'?
Padma Srinivasan
real democracy with real power-sharing

for all who live in South Africa's
-deeply
divided society.
r
The Suestion of Sharing Power
And this is where the challenge lies

in the question of sharing pouer.

I
I
I

-Now that the governmental

structure is
about to be changed there seems to be

a great reluctance on the part of the
African National Congress (ANC) to

,.1

share power with black minority groups
like the Zulus. In recent months Nelson
Mandela has been globe-trotting on an

4
-:;

image-building spree, in which he has
capitalised on the plain fact of having
been in prison for the best part of three
decades. It seems odd that one can be
lionized for doing nothing. He has won

an aura of marlyrdom for himself so
that he can ride the election wave to
majority, ANC rule. The aura could help

Nelson Mandela

ln South Africa the unbelievable has
happened at iast. The end df apartheid
is at hand.
But this task of dismantling apartheid
is far from easy, because apartheid has
not been just a part of the political system, but the u,rhole of it. lt is more than
just a matter of repealing a body of iniquitous laws. Apartheid has permeated
the very texture of South African life, so
that, it seems to be sYnonYmous with
the term 'South Africa' itself. So, what
can the word 'change' mean in such a

him, even as it helped Kenyatta to use
his towering image to clamp his dicta-

Catsha Buthelezi

a unitary, single-party
state in which the white capitalists and
landowners are as comfortable as ever.
ln Kenya and in Zimbabwe the white
minorities have been comfortably

all groups; in other words the state must
not be unitary and monolithic. The system of representation must be proportional and not majoritarian. Again, there
must be plurality of parties rather than
the
African favourite
the Single Party.
accommodated. The economic and
political have-nots among the poor The stock joke in the new states of Afriblacks will continue, as ever, to eke out ca has been'one-man-one-vote-once.'
a miserable existence, sans hope and And, let us bear in mind that the ANC is
sans rights. Their only sense of satisfac- committed to the Single Parly System.
tion would derive, as in the neighbouring African states, from the fact Consociationalism
Given South Afirca's plural society,
that their oppressors are black and not
situation? What would be its extent? white. The new state can appear very one has to ensure that democracg does
And one wonders at what Point of time prestigious and attractive with its major- not become a casualty. For this'a new
would you say: 'The old polity is now itarian elections and multi-racial politi- constitutional framework is necessary.
dead!' ln other words, will the end of cal institutions. There can be complete The credit for thinking up creative soluSouth Africa be recognised by the com- liberation in visible public life from rac- tions for African societies, most of
ing of black majority rule, however ism, but without any economic justice which are divided deeply along ethnic
bourgeois, or by the establishment of at all for the black have-nots and with- lines, goes to Arend Lijphart. He alone
an Azanian Republic of some sort, or by out any political justice at all (in the has dared to dream up a pattern for
the ending of White rule alongwith its sense of power-sharing) for black robust democracy in South Aflica. He
has laboured long and after thirty years
essentially capitalist economy.
minorities.
his dream may, after all, be practicable.
a
Here is a problem of definition
He calls his model 'Consociationalism'.
pessimism
Now all this is not mere
definition of the new State of Azania.
Everybody agrees that white racism based on facile conclusions drawn from He says that South Africa needs what he
"consociational Engineering." And
must go and that there should be racial the experience of other African states. calls
the following framehe
recommended
liberation. But is racial liberation alone The gloomy possibilities outlined above
demccracy
in South
rvork
to
ensure
preoccupation
general
ltave
sound
bases.
Africarr
socieSoutlr
enough? lrr tlte
with racial liberation, one should not ty is so deeply divided that only a federal Africa:
i) Executive power-sharing among
political structure will ensure justice for
forget that there must be democracy

torship upon

-
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the representatives of all

significant

grouPs;

ii) A high degree of internal autonomy for groups that wish to have it;
iii) Proportional representation and
proportlonal allocation of civil service
positions and public funds; and
iv) A minority veto on the most vital

ly urging the

importance

of

consociationalism, as this involves real
power-sharing, besides proportional
representation and multi-partyism. But

the ANC is committed to

single-

partyism, which in the rest of Africa has
gone hand-in-hand with the most
extreme forms of dictatorship.

issues.

Lijphart urges that the onlg alternative to consciciationalism is majoritari-

anism, which is undemocratic and
unworkable in plural societies. The
majoritarian system is a winner-take-all
affair.

Mandela's Reluctance

Consociationalism can come about
only when groups and their leaders
have a will to come together and to discuss and work out the power-sharing
through compromises. So, there must
be a will to gather around the conference table. Ten months after Mandela's
release, such a will is still not evident.
What South Africa needs now is the pol-

itics of accommodation not the politics

of violence. Yet, accommodation

has

eluded the black leaders in South Africa
in recent months. The ANC, as a major
party, has clung to its'self-interest, and
Mandela has been manoeuvring out of
meeting the Zulu leader, Gatsha Buthelezi. While the ANC has been unwilling
to settle down to the politics of accommodation, Buthelezi has been constant-

Chief Gatsha Buthelezi
South Africa is in the throes of fundamental change. The prospect of dismantling apartheid and transferring power to
the Black majority has led to a power
struggle among the blacks. The clashes
are mainly between the Xhosas in the
African National Congress (ANC) and the
Zulus in the lnkatha.
ln the last few months alone more
people have died than during the
17-month-long Soweto uprising of the
mid- I 970s. All this bloodshed since Feb-

ruary 1990 could have been avoided if
Nelson Mandela had risen to the occasion and accepted the Zulu leider Mangosthu Gatsha Buthelezi's offer to meet
and discuss the problems involved in

equitable power-sharing among

all

major ethnic groups. But Mandela, who
is too much of a politician to rise above
partisan interests, has all along been
dodging a meeting with Buthelezi. There
has either been a sham willinqness to
talk, or some excuse that Buthelezi is col-
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Buthelezi the Moderate
Buthelezi has been urging fellow Africans to abandon their commitment to
the 'one-man-one-vote' system as this
is not practical politics in South Africa.
On the economic front he has been in
favour of any stra(egy which will

improve the living conditions of the

blacks. Unlike most other revolutionary
movements, Buthelezi's lnkatha movement has even been in favour of capitalism, if this can help economic gnvoth.
He says that one must first of all consid"the
er the needs of the people first
- they
fact that they must eat, the fact that
must be clothed, the fact that they must
have money to educate their children."
Buthelezi is an astute political strategist
who believes in trying out different
moves. But basically, he is a Moderate
with a penchant for consociationalism.
Among the obstacles he faces is the
general notion that he is just the leader
of a minor ethnic group, while the ANC

looms large, with Mandela sweeping
through the horizons of distant larrds.

Again, the ANC's firm commitment
to armed struggle, even after Mandela's
release, will make it seem heroic. The
common' man will find it easier to
understand the ANC ideology especially
its call for unity. This is exactly what
happened in Kenya soon after independence. Ey constantly stressing the
theme of 'Onity', Kenyatta was able to
build up the monolithic structure of his

despotism. ln South Africa, Buthelezi
has been urging the ANC to abandon
its "all or nothing politics." But in South
Africa, as in the rest of the continent, the
stakes are high.

Desegregation by itself is not Enough
The fight for power is on, for it has to
be now or never. And the Zulus know it.
The mere desegregation of public facilities does not interest the blacks any
more now, for they are after bigger priz-

es like the vote and ultimate power.
There is a mushrooming of political
parties. The lnkatha of the Zulus are
determined that they will not be forced
by the ANC to remain in the politicalwilderness. And so the violence, which,
with black against black, seems like a
civil war, goes on. Buthelezi has been
urging that the protection of the rights
of minorities is crucial to a successful
transition to democracy.
Recognising African Pluralism
ln South Africa, we find that the peo-

laborating with the Whites and the Security Forces.

the Blacks of South Africa. Buthelezi has
been astute enough to see that justice
will not accrue to all ethnic groups within

Meanwhile Mandela lost no time in
gathering the kudos of world acclaim fror

South Africa's deeply divided society,
except under the new constitutional

having been iir prison for twenty-seven
years as if he alone had struck a blow at
the evil of apartheid. At home, unable to
assert his leadership of the ANC, he

framework, viz. consociationalism, advocated by Arend Lijphart.

made wildly contradicting statements. lt
is noteworthy that he indulged in conciliatory rhetoric toivards the Whites, even
promising them a place in the sun. And,
throughout the months since Mandela's
release, Buthelezi has been hopeful of

the politics of accommodation and
power-sharing.

As the leader of a powerful movement
and a political party which claims 1.6 million. paid up members, Buthelezi has
been constrained to make
brutally
clear that no lasting peace is possible 1n
South Africa without his participation at
the negotiation table beside Mandela and

it

De Klerk. For, the ANC is merely

a

majority party and does not embrace all

Chief Buthelezi was aware that consociationalism has not yet been incorporated into government sponsored formulas
for constitutional reform. Hence, as Chief

Minister of the Kwazulu Homeland, he
took the political initiative and established a Commission under Arend Lijphart and Heribert Adam to study the
feasibility of this new formula for Kwazulu

and Natal. The two volumes of the
Buthelezi Commission were read .in
October 1981.
Buthelezi is a leader with a statesman-

like vision and has been constantly
engaged in working at constructive constitutional and political programmes, to
ensure political and economic justice in
South Africa.
Padma Srinivasan
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ple are deeply divided by race and tribe.

This sort of a situation also obtains in
most other states of Africa. For such
plural societies it is best to have coalition government, such as consociationalism provides, and not polarized
government. lf the government is divid-

embraced more than six hundred affilimillion
adherents, all determined to boycott the
constitutional proposals of the previous
Botha regime. Here was a spontaneous
alliance of workers, poor peasants, traders, students and professionals, trade-

ate organizations and two

ed into majority and minority, the unionists, clergymen, lawyers and

minority is excluded from the decisionmaking process for a very long time.
For South Africa, we can only hope that

violence will yield

to calmer days in

which a national debate on the constitu-

tional framework of the future

can

begin. Black Africans have an ancient
tradition of political debate and democratic discussion. They have also had
an ancient passion for political experimentation reaching back to thousands
of years. Let us hope that the common
people may yet be able to build a real
democracy in South Africa. De Klerk
with his statesman-like courage has given the black people the opportunity to
fashion a new future for themselves.
It was the popular groups in all walks
of life who formed the United Democratic Front (UDF) in 1983. The UDF

journalists. The UDF was a loose
national federation of membership
groups based on thb principles of mass
participation, democratic accountability

and

ideological pluralism.

What

emerges most clearly from such a
mass initiative from the common people is the immense vitality of associational life. Africans have been great
organizers. And if we grant that it is not
by elites alone that a new polity is
brought into being, it would appear that
South Africa's future lies in the realm of
civil society itself, with its ancient norms
and political culture. So, the answer lies
not with men like Mandela but with the

Africa utithout Apartheid: Dismantling'
Racial Dominatrbn; Berkeley, CA; University
of California Press; 1986.

Campbell, Horace, Challenging Apartheid
From Below, in Peter Anyang' Nyong'o ed.
Popular Struggles for Democracg in Africa;
London; Zed Press; 1987: pp. 142-69.
Laitin David, South Africa: Violence, Mgths,
and Democratic Reform: World Politics, Vol.
)fiXX, No. 2, January 1987; pp. 258-279.
Lijphart Arend, Potuer, Sharing in South Nrilnternational
Studies; 1985.

ca; Berkeley, CA; lnstitute of

Southall, Roger J. Consoctationa/tsm in
South Africa: The Buthelezi Commrssion
and Begond; The Journal of Modem African
Studies, Vol.2i No. I, 1983; pp.77-122.

DR. (I{RS.) PADMA SRINMSAN is Reader,
of East African Studies, Oniversity of

Centre

Bombay

common African people.
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Qualily. lt's something we don't have to
lalk about much. At Bharat Bijlee our
products speak eloquently for us And
so do our customers. Because for lorty
years now lhe Bharat Bijlee name has
spelt quality. Be it in translormers.
motors or lrtts.
Let s talk aboul transformers. Our
range is one that's won wide approval
lrom some verv demanding customers.
And we're always looking lor
innovative ways to enhance lhe range.
Bharat Billee motors loo have made
their mark AS rS amply borne oul hv thp

tacl that 60.000 motors leave our
laclory every year.
ln lifts, we ve moved up rather last
And with our technical collaboration
wilh Schindler ol Switzerland we re all
set to move even higher.

Ltd.

We have recenlly venlured tnto a new
lield
turnkey electrilication proJecls
Here too it's our commilment to quality
thal's earning us a name in the lield
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Our activities are diverse Yet lhey all
have one lhing rn common Oualrty
Ol an uncommon kind.

Transformers.Motors.
Lifts.Projects.
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E*pire Industries
Empire in Glass:

Ernpire in Machine Tools:

The Vitrum Glass division,
in collaboration with

The Empire Machine Tools
division is an acknowledged
leader in the marketing and
servicing of sophisticated

Owens Illinois Glass Inc,
USA, is the largest
manufacturer of amber
glass containers for the

machine tools manufactured
in W. Germany,
Switzerland, Japan and the

phannaceutical industry

in India.

.-.8

USA.

Empire in Cranes:

Empire in Instrumentation:

The Garlick Engineering
division, in collaboration
with Noel GnBH, W.
Germany, is the largest
manufacturer of cranes in
the country with a wide
range ofapplications.

The Empire
Instrumentation division
brings to India medical,
defence, pollution-

monitoring, analytical,
test and measuring, clinical
and process control
instruments from

Empire in Finance:
The Empire Finance Co.
Ltd., fully backed by
Emp.ire Industries, is a
leading finance company
with hire purchase, leasing,
bills dircounting, merchant
banking and financial
advisogy services as its

core activities.

international leaders, in
Europe, Japan and the USA.
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Empire in Speciality Fahics:
manufactures high tech

fabrics for use in tyre,
convevor belt, jacketing.
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defence industries.
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Apologising to the DalaiLama
I was privileged

to be in the chair at

a

meeting addressed by the Dalai Lama in
Bombay the other day. His visit to Bombay showed what a large number of supporters he has in this city.
I took the opportunity to apologise to
The Dalai Lama for the disgraceful manner in which the Covernment of lndia
had treated his country when it was overrun by the Chinese communist imperialists in 1949. One would have expected

the Covernment of India to rush to the
rescue of our peace-loving and friendly
neighbourl but on the contrary, Prime
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, to the shame
of this country, instructed the Jam Saheb
who was lndia's representative in the UN,
not to support Tibet's appeal for help
from the QN against this aggression. For
this crime, we lndians cannot apologise

enough to The Dalai Lama and to the
people of Tibet.

F.xiting With Dignity
I got thq news of Margaret Thatcher's
decision to retire with mixed feelings. I
have throughout been a consistent Thatcherite because I believe that Margaret
Thatcher has saved Britain from disintegiation and eotapse. So, the end of her
regime makes me rather sad.
On the other hand, I am glad that she
has resigned with dignity and not clung
like a leech to her Office, like lndia's last
two Prime Ministers.
Britain's Labour government had the

same bankrupt culture in which lndia
specialises. Let me quote from the London Economist of 17-23 November, to
prove my poinl

"She, better than any other Member

of Parliamenl understands and
detests the British penchant for free
lunches - the belief that'money can
be spent without being earned, that
wages can be raised while output is
flat, that somebody else will pay. The
British economy will not be transformed until that culture is killed, and
nobody has done more to wound it
than Mrs. Thatcher herself. On that
score alone, she still has work to do."
So Margaret Thatcher's has been no
mean achievement. She has been rightly
described as Britain's most outstanding
peace-time Prime Minister.
All good things come to an end and no
Prime Minister can be permanent despite
his or her great achievements, as was
proved in the case of Winston Churchill

after World War ll. As Mrs. Thatcher herself has said 'l am not everlasting'.

the visit of a United Nations team to the
valley of Kashmir in February 1990. But

People get bored with the same faces
and voices and they want a change. This

lsrael can

has nothing to do with policies or popularity. Eleven years'was long enough and

people in Britain Would enjoy a change
so let them have it.

Union of Sovereign Republics
I had said in this column several
months back that Mr. Corbachov had
sensed the fact.that the sovereign nation
this

state was an anachronism

in

shrinking world and he therefore, suggested that the Soviet Union should be
converted into a Union of Sovereign
States. This according to the text-book is
nonsense but history has overtaken the
text-book. As is shown by the fact that

the nations of Western Europe

have
already surrendered part of their sovereignty to the European Community and
are now ready to embark on a common

currency.
Mr. Gorbachov's dream has now taken
shape. According to a drafty treaty published on November 15, 1990 between
different states of the Soviet Union, it is
now proposed to name the USSR 'Union
of Sovbreign Republics' dropping the silly word 'socialist'which we in this country
still prefer to adhere t6. Since sovereignty
of the Soviet Republic will be limited
there is a difference of opinion on this

point between Mr. Corbachov and Mr.

Yeltsin,

the President of the

Russian

Republic who wants even nlore sovereignty than Mr. Corbachov is prepared to
concede.

It is a pity that like other

backward

countries, we have not still twigged the
fact that neither lndia nor any other
country enjoy a complete sovereignty in
this world which is now . becoming
increasingly one. Actually, this is a happy
development which should make a solution of the Kashmir problem very easy.
Why not offer the people of the valley of
Kashmir a sovereign republic but as a
member of the lndian Union. This should
be accepiable'to both sides. But have we
got the st6tesmanship to make such an
offer?

Why are We Fighting Shy of
the UN Human Rights Com-

tality and torture of prisoners and we
seek to push this ugly fact under the carpet. Satgam Eua Jagate, my foot.
I quote below from a report received
from'Censorship Press Release' London
(october 30, 1990):
"The tndian government delegates
were originally due to appear before
the UN Human Rights Committee on
October 25 and26, 1990 for a review
of its hutman rights record and the fulfilment of its 6bligations under the

International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights. The review was then
put back to November 5 and has now
been postponed indefinitely.
'ARTICLE 19, the lnternational
Campaign Against Censorship, pro-

duced

a

report 'FREEDOM OF

INFOR/VIATION AND EXPRESSION
lN INDIA'which has also been distributed to the lndian government delegates...

"ln a major report being submitted
to the United Nations Committee on
Human Rights this week, ARTICLE

19, the

lnternational Campaign

Against Censorship, warns that freedom of expression in lndia is under
serious threat despite recent assurance such as this.

"ln its report, ARTICLE 19 concludes that several laws and practices
of recent years plus the failure to control or punish the excesses of central
and state security forces, particularly

in Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab,
Andhra Pradesh, and the Northeast
states, have resulted in a continuing
restriction of the basic human right of
freedom of expression...

Jhe measures recommended by
ARTICLE 19 to the lndian government include:
* Allow both national and foreign

of movement and respect their rights to
gather and disseminate information.
lnvestigate claims of human

journalists freedom

mittee?
By now we have forgotten that lndia,
like lsrael, had refused to co-operate in

be condemned while we,

Cod's own country, have a right to tell the
United Nations io go to hell.
We have now done it again. The lndian
government has decided to withdraw
from its scheduled appearance before
the United Nations Human Rights Committee. Why? Because our record stinks.
We have been found guilty of police bru-

*
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rights violation by central government armed forces and bV
state police and prosecute and
punish those aqainst whom reliable evidence is found to exist.
Review all laws which limit the
right to freedom of expression

with a view to repealing or
in line with

amending them

lndia s obligation to respect this
right as given in Article t9 of the
lnternational Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights.
"Laws which should receive immediate review include the Official Secrets
Act of 1923. the Terrorism and Disruptive Activities Act (TADA) and sections of the lndian Penal Code and
Criminal Procedure Code.

Why Bandhs'Succeed'
The "Bharat Bandh" on October 24
cdlled by the RJP to protest against the
arrest of Mr. L.K. Advani provided me
with an opportunity to analyse this recurring event.
ln Bombay rhe bandh was a complete
success. Most shops and offices were
closed and most people couldn't come

to work. But if anyone thinks this

was
because of Mr. Advani's arrest, he would

be living in dreamland. The reason why
most peoDle obeyed ttre call was that
they had no option since buses, trains
and taxis were not available to transPort
them. When I asked my driver who did,
not turn up for work and my barber and
secretary who couldn't come

to

work,

they all three said that they would havd
gladly come but for the fact that there
were no buses or trains to bring them. ln
other words, the absence of public transport was the real deciding factor which
made the bandh a success. There was
no violence but there was no need for it
because shops decided to escape vio-

tence bv keeping closed. Added to all
this. was the lndians natural bent to laziness. When an angry lady asked me why

people did not defy the call for the banand assert their rights as citizens, my
answer was a sarcastic one, that the average lndian s most cherished right was
not to work but to siay at home and get

dh

his salary for doing no work. What

a

marked contrast to the Japanese worker

on strike who does not stop work bui
wears an arm band reading 'l am on
strike'
lsn t it time we did away with this idiotic

pretence? Who do we think we are fool-

ing) Think of the financial loss to

the

country. lt is a loss of one day's production fronr time to time.
Freedom
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An Echo from the Past
Was lamused to receive from a firm of
solicitors an intimation that the Supreme
Court of lndia had dismissed an appeal
for non-prosecution, of a Bombay High
Court's Division Bench judgement in my
favour as editor of Freeclom Frrsl d;rring
the bogus emergency from I QJ5 to
1977.
The facts are that some time in 1976,

a Division Bench of the Bombay

High

Court had passed the judgement in my
favour. striking down an attempt by Mr.
Binod Rao. Prime Minister lndira Candhi s censor and giving me permission to

publish certain articles which he had
censored in his wisdom as objectionable.
The Prime Minister went in appeal to

the Supreme Court but before

the

SERVING
THE CORE SECTORS
OF
INDIAN ECONOMY
phrticularly Power,
lrrigation, Water Supply,
Railways and lndustries
such as Fertilisers,
Refineries, Sugar, Cement,
Petrochemicals etc.,

Supreme Court could hear the appeal,
Mrs. Candhi was defeated in an election
and removed from office.
Mr. Soli Soraojee. my counsel in the
case. became Solicitor Ceneral in the
Janata Covernment and I was informed
by him that the appeal against the Bombay judgement was being dropped.

Jyori ,ftd.
o P.O.Chemical lndustries
lndustrialArea
Vadodara-390 003

That was in 1977. Now in 1990. thirteen years later. I am informed that the

Supreme Court has

at long last dis-

missed the appeal. A happy ending for
me no doubt. but it illustrates the terrible
delays of the law.

A Loss for the Kuwaitis
A Gain for the Palestinians

- The report that S;ddam Hussein has
in a villainous attempt. a genocide of the
Kuwartr-people. tried to drive them out of

the countn and qiven their homes and
properties to Palestinians belonging to
the P.L.O. shows the Palestinians in the
ven dubious role o[ hvaenas in a country
with which thev have no connection.
Let those uho believe that Mr. Yasser
.Aralat is not a terrorist but is interested in

irolrtinq lor the Palestinians to obtdin
their horneland think again and realise

that thev are backing the wrong horse.

Diplomatic

Relations

with

Israel
I have on earlier occasrons in this col-

umn referred to the likelihood of diplomatic relations being re-established
betweer lsrael and the Soviet Union. I am

A leading engineering
Company olfering a wide
range of products

r Medium, Larle and
Special Purpose Pumps

.

Mini / Micro Hydel
Systems

. H.T. & L.T, Motors
. Generators
Special purpose rotating
electrical machines
L.T. & H.T. Switchgears
and Switchboards

Electronics & Control
Systems

glad that this has at last happened orr
30th Septernber with the publication of a
jornt comrnunique to that effect rn Mos'
cou' and Jerusalern Coc,a Hou' mu,:['
lop,1e. ivill rt takp f^r thr' (1.r'crpr1rr-,nt qr'
lndia to qet into step?
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Festival of Tibet
Bombayl Tribute to a Brave people

:i

-

Tibet came alive in Bombay in late
November and early December. The

lndeed, this was the objective of the exercise
to open a window to look out at a
highly- developed culture that was being systematically destroyed by Han imperialism in
the garb of the'Peoples' (sic) Republic of

Friends of Tibet, Bombay and the Office of

lnformation and lnternational

Relations,

Central Tibetan Secretariat, Dharamsala,
Himachal Pradesh, took the initiative in
organising the Festival, the first of its kind, to
promote an awareness of our northern

neighbour now under communist Chinese
hegemony.
ln a message for the occasion His Holiness The Dalai Lama said:
"For Tibetans lndia is the land of our
spiritual origins and for us Tibetan refugees, it has become our second home. lt
is our sincere hope {rat the Tibet Festival
will provide an opportunity for the people
of Bombay to obtain a clearer picture of
the richness of Tibetan culture and the
Buddhist religion which imbues it with
compassion and tolerance. lt is also my
hope that the Festival will give an accurate profile of the efforts made by the
Tibetan refugees to preserve their culture
which is facing the danger of extinction
in its own homeland.

FAVOUR

China.

to your frlcnds

This communist'Peoples' Republic has
destroyed over 4000 monastries, plundered
their treasures and rare art objects, sent
thousands of Monks into forced labour and
beat up, and killed innocent men, women
just a few 'achievements' of
and children
the Chinese- 'Peoples l-iberation' Army.
Since 1980, 1.7 million Chlnese have been
settled in the so-called Tibetan Autonomous
Region. Soon the Tibetans will become a
minority in their own country. Already there
are more Chinese than Tibetans in Eastern
Tibet and in the towns and cities.

rcnd thcm
a ramplc copy

of

Frccdom Rrtt
wlth your compllmcnts
Fr??dom Fi6t
4th tlq
197, L alEtrB C€ndtn Rd
Sqnbay 40@93

Pl@ snd d emple copy of tr€edm ti6t
firycmplimts

to ttE

toilwins

witrl

While the Soviet empire has been dismantled and Eastern Europe once again
breathes the air of freedom, the communist
Chinese continue to keep the lid Ught on
Tibet" just as they continue to suppress their

Festival of Tibet
Bombay, November 27

-

December 3, 199O

Reception Committee
The Festival of Tibet was sponsored by a Reception Committee with Mr.
Ramkishna Bajaj as Chairman and following members:
Mrs. lshwar Bahl, Mr. B. K. Desai, Mr. Arvind Deshpande, Dr. S,
Gorakshkar, Mr. J. N. Cuzder, Mrs. Ratna Jhangiani, Prof. J. S. Joshi,
Mrs. Roshan Kalapesi, Mr. R. M. Lala, Mr. M. R. Masani, Mrs. Gopi
Mehta, Mr. Madhu Mehta, Mr. M. R. Pai, Mr. N. A. Palkhivala, Mr. S. A. A.
Pinto, Mr. S. V. Raju, Mr. S. Ramakrishnan, Mr. Nitin G. Raut, Mr. N. K.
Somani, Justice Saeed Oraizee.

Programme
Fxhibitions
Tibetan Culture: "Where the Mountains are high and the land is pure" at the
Prince of Wales Museum.
Tibetan History: 'From Lhasa to Dharamsala' at tlle Stuttgart Hall, Max
Mueller Bhavan.

Dances
Performed by the artistes of the Tibetan lnstitute of Performing Arts at the
Prithvi Thdltre, the Experimental Theatre of the NCPA, the Bharatiya Vida
Bhavan, the Prince of Wales Museum, and the Ravindra Natya Mandir.

Medicine
A Symposium on "Health and Life Sciences with special reference to
Tibetan Medicine" at the Bombay Hospital lnstitute of Medical Sciences,
addressed by Dr. Wangyal, Personal Physician to The Dalal Lama, Vaid
Suresh Chaturvedi and Dr. B. K. Coyal Dean of the lnstitute.

-
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Whot's more,
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Alwoys.

own people
brought home by their brutal
suppression -at Tienanmen Square.
While, in the long run, Tibet will be free,
for there is no stopping the people's urge for
freedom, and The Dalai Lama will be able to
return to Lhasa, will they return to a home-

land only to find that little remains of the
pre-1951 Tibet? Will it be habitable when
large parts have been turned into a dumping

ground for nuclear waste?
The Festival of Tibet therefore offred a
generation that knows little of Tibet except
the Tibetans they see on Bombay'q streets
selling woollen wear, a glimpse into their
cultural and religious traditions, their arts
and crafts; their dance forms. What Bombay's citizens saw was a vibrant people full
of zest for life; a highly developed system of
medicine (evident from the long queues at
the Bombay Hospital to consult Dr. Wangal,
The Dalai Lama's personal physician) and
the dances performed by 21 artistes of the
Tibetan lnstitute of the Performing Arts at
various auditoriums in the city.

His Holiness The Dalai Lama, Reception Committee Chairman Mr
Ramkishna Bajaj and Mr. S.V. Raju, Festival Coordinator.

The piece-de-resistance was the month-

long exhibition of Tibetan culture pictur-

esquely entitled: "Where the Mountains are
High and the Land is Pure" at the Prince of
Wales Museum set-up by Dr. S. Gorakshkar
and his team. Next door to the Museum at
the Stuttgart Hall, of the Max Mueller Bhavan
was a photo exhibition depicting Tibetan
history and politics appropriately entitled
'From Lhasa to Dharmsala'
The Dalai Lama's presence in the city to
inaqgurate the two exhibitions added lustre
to the Festival. To meet and talkto him is an
unforgettable experience. This spiritual and
temporal leader of his people, clad in
Monk's robes wins your heart with his trans-

parent sincerity,

an infectious sense

humour and profound wisdom.

I

of

was

among those who had the opportunity to
meet him and returned with a sense of spiritual enrichment.
The Festival achieved its objective and,

A view of a section of q(hibition at the Prince of Wales Museum.

we would like to believe has iesulted in
greater awareness and understanding of a
brave and hardy people struggling to liberate their homeland.

S.V. Raju
Commemorative Volume
The Reception Commiftee published a
to mark the
Festival of Tibet. The Volume contains:
The Dalai Lama's Nobel Peace Prize
acceptance speech and his Five-Point
Peace Plan; an OuUine of Tibetan History; the Tibetan People; the Tibetan Language; Religion and Politics; the Presenr
State of Religious lnstitutions; Tibetan
Medicine; and a note on the Tibetan lnstitute of Performing Arts.
Readers interested in a copy may
remit Rs 20 (inclusive of postage) to The
Derni.rcratic Researclr Service, 4tlr Floor,
127, Mahatma Candhi Road, Bombay
400023.

Commemorative Volume

Replica of the Stone Pillar in Lhasa recording the 82l AD treaty
between Tibet and China acknowledging Tibet's independent status, at
the Stuttgart Hall exhibition.
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The Dismal State of lndian Sports

-

Some remedies

Satish Oberoi

thot our dismol performonce in sports is in proportion to the decline of volues on0
stondords in lndion polity. Hence to ochieve onything worthwhile in sports, we need to begin in
oreos outside sports.

It is significont

Repeated poor performance in inter- shun open competition. Not surprisingnational sports events are ritualistically ly, these trends have demoralized our
followed by half-hearted efforts to youth making them feel insecure about
asbertain reasons for our debacle. What their future and prevent putting their
is wrong with lndian sports? Why does a heart and soul into sports.
country the size of lndia with a populaIt is significant that our dismal pertion of over 80 billion perform so miser- formance in sports is in proportion to
ably in the sports arena?
the decline of values and standards in
lnternational sports meets are highly lndian polity. Hence to achieve anything
competitive and the performance of the worthwhile in sports, we need to begin
athletes indicate the ability of participat- in areas outside sports. And it has to
ing nations to make the best use of start by developing character and selfmen and material and prove their supe- discipline beginning with our 'leaders'
riority in skills and endurance. lt can in various walks of life setting a personal

therefore be assumed that performance
in sports events gives a reasonable picture of the state of affairs in the participating country.
Four factors which govern performance of democratic countries in sports

are the psychological attitude of the
people to sports; the intrinsic nature of
the people; the management of sports

bodies and the economic conditions in
the country.

example.

The Nature of Our People
Turning to the no<t factor; the intrinsic nature of our people is marked by
two weaknesses: lack of an aggressive
spirit or 'killer' instinct and a tendency
to buckle under pressure. The effect of
these traits on our performance is wellknown as they have cost us many a

championship. These traits were
recently exhibited during the antiThe Psychological Factor
The psychological factor has an indi- Mandal agitation in which young men
rect but dominant influence on sports. immolated themselves rather than
We, as a nation, are prone to take boldly confront the creators of the probrecourse to easy options for quick lems. These weaknesses not only
gains, a tendency which is growing day
by day. This trait is mainly exhibited in
the actions of influential people who
control the levers of power and of the
economy. Their action set the trend for
others to follow. Sports demand dedication, sveat and blood. lt is unrealistic
to expect youth to take to harder
options contrary to prevailing trends in
the country.
Our society is plagued by corruption,
concentration of wealth in a few hands,

reflect on our performance in sports but

edge of sports (preferably must have
represented the country in the sports
concerned;) sound administrative qualities; ability to devote time and imbued
with a spirit of dedication to bring about
qualitative improvement. And, above all,
the election of office bearers must be
de-politicised.
The office bearers of sports bodies
must have access to authorities who
process their proposals. ln other words,

government departments must give

importance to communications from
sports bodies similar to the ones they
accord to those received from legislators or ministers. At present, sports
bodies need the patronage of politi-

cians in office to get their proposals
speedily cleared. Naturally such politicians take advantage of their position to
get themselves nominated or elected to
head sports bodies. Their objective is to

expand their influence and not the
development of sports and sportspersons. Our disastrous performance in
international competitions is proof of
the incompetence of politicians to deliver the goods. There is therefore an
urgent need to clean up our sports bodies and evolve suitable norms to manage their affairs.

have diluted the contents of democracy. What is needed to overcome these
traits, is for strenuous efforts to reorient

people's thinking through education,
including the removal of religious misconceptions.
Management of Sports Bodies

As in any other field of

human

endeavour, proper management of
sports alone will produce winners.
Those managing sports bodies must be

The Role of the Armed Forces
ln the Beijing Games, lndia's yachting
and rowing teams were among the few
that provided the proverbial glimpse of
a silver lining in an otherwise embarrassing record of failures. lt would
therefore be worthwhile examining the
reasons why the yachting and rowing
teams did better than the rest. Both
these teams consisted basically of personnel from the Defence Forces. The

commercialization of education and selected with care. Some of the desiranon-recognition of merit, to mention a ble qualities in those who manage our Armed Forces envirorttrtetrt insulaii"
few. There is a grorving tendency to sports bodies are: a thorough knowl- them to a large extent from the damagFreedomFirsl 36

ing influence of the psychologicalfactgr
that has been mentioned earlier. Another reason is that the fumed Forces
inculcate an aggressive spirit and resist
the tendency to buckle under pressure.
The Yachting Association and the Rowing Federation, though they have done

and training young boys and girls. We
can expect these centres to improve the
standard of lndian sports, despite the
negative factors already mentioned.
However, while the setting up of SAI

is a step in the right direction there

democratic countries gives a fair indication of a country's health, character, discipline, morale, economy, education
and will for excellence. A continuously
poor performance is a warning to the
nation; the earlier we recognise this
nexus the better it will be for us.

little to popularize these sports, are
managed by knowledgeable people
with accebs to government depbrt-

should not be exclusive reliance on the
regional centres alone. SAI should tap
COL. SATISH OBEROI (Retd.) is a
the proven horse, the fumed Forces, writer
based in Pune.
which continue to provide the country's

ments to look after the interests of their
sports.
It is clear that no overall improvement
in sports will be possible unless we car-

bulk of sportsmen. However, the fumed
Forces have a major limitation in terms
of enrolment rules and training schedules so that, by the time the Services'

ry out improvements on a

national

basis keeping these four factors in
mind. This in turn means greater efforts
to develop character and self-discipline;
reorient education, (including removal
of religious misconceptions). This is not

an impossible task. We need to keep
out political vested interests, who are
the major beneficiaries of the current
state of affairs and who couldn't care
less if in the pursuit of their personal
ambitions they kill Indian sports.
The Sports Authority of India
The Sports Authority of lndia (SAI)
has set up regional centres for selecting

sportsmen peak, they find their age
against them. To overcome the problem, it is suggested that the Boys' Battalions of the Corps of Engineers
Centres at Pune, Madras and Roorkee
be revived, initally for a period of fifteen
years. The Boys' Battalions should
enrol talented boys around 11 yars of
age and train them in games of their
choice in the Army background. The
fumy should have no objection if these
sportsmen are sanctioned over and
above the manpower ceiling imposed
by Government.

freelance

An election is a system which allows us to
decide which politicians we prefer to mess
things for us.
It is nice to have five years between the elections. lt takes people that long to regain their

faith.

lf we could use the money political candidates spend on their campaigns, we could
cure a lot of the ills they complain about.
You can't fool all the people, but politicians

figure that once every five years is good
enough.
'People are not against political jokers
they just wonder how they get elected.

-

To sum up, peformance in sports in

WITH BEST COMPLIMENTS FROM
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The Sen-Pal-Bhuinya Period :
Rai Punkah with long brass or iron mrde
handle.

Nawab's era:
Ivory punkah And. the commoners
used ones of straw-mat having handles
put inside hollow bamboo stick called
'Mulee'

The Mark of Zamindars:
Zari fringed punkah designed from palm
leaves. For ordinary peoples plain
looking punkha of palm leaves.
The Company regime:
Bardar (Punkah Puller) operated giant
punkah hung by rope.

British India:
Electrical Ceiling fan n'ith
blades and iron

bodr' (ln

.1

wooden

vogue , rn earlv

20th century)

ln

1990's

Thc name that spells a fascinating range

of post-modcrn

fans

OFTIENTFFINS
A ltfetime of refreshing air

lndependent lndia:
J/4 bladed modern fan.

3U : 1690-1990

Salaam Calcuta
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Debate

The 'credibility' of civil libertarians

-

A Rejoinder
M.'{. Rane.

The piece under the above title by

nar I had made a pointed reference to

Avikay published in a box in the midst
of the excellent summary of the semi-

the report of the PUCL on Kashmir

nar held under the auspices of the Rajaji

the country particularly from those who
claim to be nationalists and from Hindu
fundamentalists. The report was also
severely criticised in various national

Foundation under the caption "The
Kashmir problem

-

Time for a People's

lnitiative" in the October-December
1990 issue of Freedom First, runs
counter to the report and the conclusions arrived at by the participants at
the seminar; the text of the remarks
made by Mr. Minoo Masani at the seminar; and an extract from the article by
Jayaprakash Narayan published in the
Hinduslan Times of April 20, 1.9U.
lncidentally Jayaprakash Narayan's article was published in full in a previous
issue of Freedom Fr'rst
.in and has now
been re-published
the November

1990 issue of the Radical flumanist

(RH) edited by Mr. V-1v1. Tarkunde.
lwish Avikay had been present at the
seminar. I had the good fortune of parUcipating in the seminar as a representative of the Peoples Union For Civil
Liberties (PUCL). I am a PUCL activist
since I have convictions as a Radical

Humanist for the defence of human
freedbms and human rights.
The People's Onion For CMI Liberties
and other sister organisations like the
People's Union for Democratic Rights
(PODR) founded for the protection and
promotion of civil liberties and human
rights do. not claim infallibility. They are

not above criticism and their reports
deserve to be critically examined by the
citizens. We concede that human rights
organisations do not have adequate
personnel or resoutces like the Amnesty lntemational for carrying out investi-

gations into the inroads on human
rights in our country. However, we
expect that the criticism of reports by
civil liberties organisations should be
fair and specific giving reasons where
the reports have gone wrong.
During my participation in the semi-

which received adverse comments in

journals including the Indian Express.
Its editorial "From Their Wooden Tower" was apparently written by the
paper's then editor Mr. fuun Shourie
who was the first General Secretary of
the All lndia P0CL and who is a dear
friend of all of us who are still in the
POCL. I pointed out how the report of

the PUCL was independently corroborated by several journalists like Ayesha
Kagal in The Times of Indiain April and
May 1990; by Patwarisingh in the //tus-

lated

Weeklg

of India; by

Kashyap

Rishi in lhe Aftemoon; and reports in

the lndian F4press itself. I had

also

referred to an investigation canied out
by a team sent by the Rashtra Seva Dal

(RSD) from Pune and observations
made by K.F. Rustomji.lhad referred to
all these reports at the seminar and
pointed out how they coroborated the
PUCL's report on the Kashmir situation.

ln fact, both with respect to the analysis
of the Kashmir situation and the pro-

posed solution of the problem there
was complete unanimity among the

participants at the seminar. The discussions as well as conclusions are very
faithfully recorded by Freedom First.

Avikay has criticised the reports of
the PUCL and the PUDR stating that
these organisations which came into
edstence during the 'emergency' were
expected to perform the role of watchdogs and conscience-keepers of the
country but that that expectation has

been belied due to the "hyper-activity
and indiscriminate selection of issues"
by these organisations. He has made
particular reference to the Kashmir
report of the PUCL and has suggested
that the PUCL has done disservice to

itself by appearing to be totally one sided and states: "while reading the report
one is disturbed by the feeling that very

important elements are missing". The'
criticism is general since Avikay does
not give any specific instances of his
criticism of the PUCL report.

The main thrust of the PUCL report
was to highlight the fact that it is not
open to the State to dealwith terrorism
by breaking its own laws and acting lawlessly. lt was alio the view of the PGCL
that though it is necessary to contain
and fight terrorism the organs of the
State should not terrorise and punish
innocent citizens. The report went on to
record grievances of innocent citizens
(which incidentally were also recorded
by other independent press colrespondents and organisations). The people of
lndia should know the grievances of the
people of Kashmir. The PUCL report
points out that if the State resorts to
lawlessness in its fight against terrorism, the results are counter-productive,
since-such methods alienate the people
and only help to swell the ranks of the
terrorists. This, in fact, was also the conclusion arrived at by the Rajaji Founda'
tion seminar.
The reports by the POCL whether on
the Nexalites or on the Punjab or on any
other individual case of excess either by
the police or by para-military forces are
made with as much objectivity as possible by teams sent by the PUCL, PUDR
and other human rights organisations.
They are of the firm view that terrorism
and lawlessness on the part of the State,

are not only violative of human rights
guaranteed under the Constitution of
lndia but are also counter-productive.
Subject to these objectives cMl liberties
organisations are not averse to any fair
and specific criticism.
tltR. f A. RANE ls a leadlng Advocatc and Vlce'
Presldent of The Pcople'c Unlon for CMl llbcr'
des, Bombay.
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Whose Credibility?
Yogesh Kamdar

Avikay's main grouse against various

civil liberties groups (particularly the
PUCL and the PUDR) is that "the expectations (from these groups) have been
belied, not because of their inactivity
but due to hyperactivity and indiscriminate selection of issues". Even Avikay
willhot dispute the fact that violations of
human rights and civil liberties are perpetrated,on a frighteningly large scale in
lndia. The perpetrators are many,
including the state organs. The victims
are invariably the poor and the helpless:
women, landless labourers, children,

conscientious objectors etc. Of these
widespread instances of human rights
violations, only a small fraction comes
to light; and of this small fraction, only
an even smaller fraction can be pur-

ine but any genuine fact-finding enquiry

should present all the facts 1nd-not
merely selective versions... The methodology gives rise to serious misgivings

about findings."

What is the methodology adopted?
These fact-finding investigations are
carried out by teams of respectable and
responsible individuals (retired judges,

senior lawyers, journalists, academics,
social scientists, etc). A team visits the
place, meets the victims and records
their statements; eydwitnesses are con-

tacted and their versions recorded.

Many a time, sworn affidivits are taken

from the victims and

The facts are

eye-witnesses.

cross-checked. The

sued by the "civil libertarians" due to administration
is invariably
their severe handicaps in terms of for its version, comments approached
or explanahuman and material resources. So, tions, which are rarely
forthcoming,

where is the hyperactivity? ln fact, what
this society needs is a further proliferation of civil liberties activity and more
intensive and extensive involvement by
more and more citizens and groups.
Avikay does not furnish even one
example of "indiscriminate selection of
issues'' by the cMl libertarians. Deaths

stage-managed "encounters"; tortures and deaths in police lock-ups; the
massacre in Delhi and other places in
1984; bonded labour; atrocities on adi-

in

vasis, harijans, women, child labour; the

muzzling of dissent (including censorship), are the major issues pursued by
various human rights and civil liberties
groups. Can Avikay point out which one

of these is an "indiscriminate

selec-

tion"?
Avikay further states: "they (the civil

libertarians) become mere accusers,
predetermined to find fault with the
administration". He goes on: "Their

reports are

a

litany

of

complaints
against the police and administration".
Further: "The complaints may be genuFreedont
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and

whenever these are available they are
always included in the fact-finding
reports. ln most instances, serious charges of abuse of power and violations of
human rights are further corroborated

by other

independent investigations

carried out by media persons and also
by

judicial enquiries. Serious charges of

violations and abuse of power are made
and corroborated by eye-witnesses and/
or other independent investigations; yet,
neither a denial nor any explanation is

offered by those against whom the
charges are made. What more does

Avikay need for creditability? Or is it that
he will not be satisfied unless and until

the villains themselves offer confessions?

ln response to Avikay's allegation that

these reports are "one-sided", one
would like to ask What is the "other
side" to gruesome killings of innocents,
burning of helpless victims alive, nrass
rape, the slaughtering of children, etc.?

Avikay's piece reads more like an
apologists's feebie attempt to justify the
misdeeds. He goes on harping about
"background to the complaints",
"ground situation", 'lcause and effect
explanations". These are worn out apologies which even the individual terrorists offer. Avikay, in fact, tries to imply
that because the terrorists resort to violence, counter-violence by the state is
likely to, nay, bound to follow and is justified.

Violence is to be condemned irrespective of who indulges in it. But "state

terrorism" has two additional dimensions: How can a democratic state
committed to the rule of law allow its

agencies

to be lawless and

un-accountable and, if they are, then
what are we defending? And does not
state terrorism impart legitimacy to the
violence perpetrated by individual terrorists?

It is strange that at .a time when
authoritarianism and dictatorship of
various hues are crumbling all round
us, there still are persons who would
like us to turn back in tirne. But what is
reassuring is best summed up by Egon
Larsen in 'A Flame in Barbed Wire The Story of Amnesty lnternational":
'You may despair at man's inhumanity to man. Is there nothing you
can do to help, no weapon to defend

your fellow-beings' rights, liberties

and lives? To fight the paranoic despots, the corrupt judges, the sadistic
goalers? You feel that as an individual, you are helpless against the powers of evil. ls there not any league of
men and women who are at least trying to do something about it?
Oh yes, there is."

MR. YOGESH KAMDAR is an engineer by profession and a civil rights actMst.

Decen lr alized Democracies
Aurelio Arreaza
ln most undeveloped countries thot boost o democrocy the monogement of the country is so
ized in the executive power thot for from promoting well-being, honesty ond prosperity, it
promotes bodness, corruption ond misery
I love my country of origin and its people. Yet, I suffer every time I think about
them', for I know they are not doing well.
I know they are far from living as well and
as happily as they could. I know the situation is getting increasingly worse.
After many years of experiencing life in
Venezuela I believe that what happens to
its people is similar to what happens in

many other countries all over the world.
They have never been able to get organized or function well because they have
not created for themselves a political
structure which promotes social wellbeing and economic prosperity.
Surprisingly, the people of these countries siill faifto realize that thi only political structure that really promotes social

and economic well-being

is a

real

democracy, a decentralized democracy.
This is the only system that has permitted some people in the world to become
materially and spiritually well-balanced
and create prosperous natons.
h is obvious that only the communities
that have given themselves decentralized
democracies are lMng and evolving
much betterthatthe restof humanity. No
doubt it is the only system that offers the
proper conditions under which human
beings can evolve in a natural and positive way.
What is a Decentralized Democracy?
It is a political structure under which
the people who live in the different states
or provinces that form part of a country
have a substantial amount of political
and economic independence from the
central or federal governmenl
It is a political structure under which all

the communities that form part of

a

country hold popular elections, at national, state, country and city levels, to select
the persons who, during a given period
of _time, will perform its administrative
and legislaUve functions; thus enjoying
the stimulating and transcendent opportunity of being able to decide upon their
lives and make social and economic
reforms whenever they become necessa.ry.

It is a political structure which permits
the people that form part of the different
provinces or states of a country, to develop and trade, with substantial freedom, at

national and international levels, their

own economic resources; committing
from their income a certain amount of
taxes to the local and federal governments.

Australia, Canada, Japan, the United
States and most Western European
countries are good examples of decentralized democracies.

improve.
The armed forces, police and other
security groups will function with
more integrity, willingness to serve
and less abuse of authority. As they
form part of a fair and rightful sysare less exposed to corruption that

real democracy promotes

social

well-being and economic prosperity:
l. The principal source of prosperity

in any country is the labour of its
people, and when these enjoy a
substantial amount of political and
economic independence they feel
befter and with the proper amount
of control over their lives. As a
result they have more incentive to
worh to be creative, and to improve
in every sense. The usually complicated bureaucracy, corruption and
mistakes of the central govemment
hardly affects them.

2. When our opinion counts in relation to what is happening in our
communities, state and country,
our sense of belonging to that part
of the world will increase, and so
will our commitrnent and sense of
responsibility toward iL

a decentralized political
structure, where the three branches

3. Onder

of government are in proper

bal-

ance and effectively control each
other, we also feel more secure.
Laws are not going to change from
one day to another at anybody's

whim and unexpectedly affect our
lives. We can safely plan ahead, for

no authoritarian or inept govern-

ment will abuse or damage the
fruits of our energy and good will.

4. Thanki to a stimulating and selective competition the guality of government officials and political
parties will improve. When people
have to run for office and contend
with others in popular elections for
every city, country and state position, they are more likely to have a

good personal and

5,

to properly
--will also

tem these people feel befter and

Advantages of Decentrallzatlon

A

sense of service
serve the community

professional

background to back them up. Their

a

centralized government, which
ultimately depends on their sup-

port" necessarily offers.

The abnormal and

enormous
growth of capital cities is less likely

to occur. Thanks to political and
economiC decentralization, the
population and the product of its
activity will develop all over the
country in a balanced and harmonious way.
Evils of Centralization
ln the centralized political structures of
"democracies" like the one we hare in
Venezuela and most of the underveloped
countries that boast a democracy, the
above mentioned advantages are almost

non-existent. There does not exist a
proper balance and an effective control
among the executive, legislative and judi-

ciary branches of power. On the contrary,
so
centralized in the executive power
and

the management of the country is

consequently so unfair and inefficient

that not only makes it difficult for the
population to work properly but deprives
it of the motivation to do it. That far from
promoting well-being, honesty and prosperity, it promotes badness, corruption
and misery.
Nearly all important decisions concerning the development of the different
provinces or states are made in the seat
of the central government usually by an
large, mediocre and corrupt bureaucracy; often wrong decisions which take a
long time to make and execute. Thus is
disrupted a natural development all over
the nation, cultural as well as economic.
Most revenues of the country are controlled, mismanaged, stolen and wasted
by several members of the central government, their friends, and their business
partners, in the capital city. This community grows to abnormal and inhuman
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proportions as many industrial and commercial enterprises establish themselves
in and around it, attracting a great numb-

er of the impoverished population

in

search of jobs and fortune. Caracas is

a

example, but Medco City is the
-good
'most evident and most pathetic one.
Most government .officials
- federal,
state and local
are appointed
by officials of higher -rank from among their
friends or political party, not always taking into consideration their personal or
professional merits. Thus many governfrrent posts are occupied by indivduals
that lack the capacity and education to
do a good job; lazy uneducated people
that lack a sense of service and easily fall
to corruption;4hat instead of seMng the
community usually abuse it.
Many individuals who form part of the
armed forces and other security groups
upon whom really depends the sys-tem's
stabiltty
lose their sense of pur-

- sense
pose, integrity,

of

service, and

respect for the people. This is a consequence of being part of a system that
promotes so much negativity, and which
offers them excessive material rewards
to secure their support.
As a result of a system that promotes
abuse, coruuption, disorder and lawlessness, bureaucracy grows to burdensome, enormous and inefficient
proportions. Obviously, the natural selection of the most capable does not happen under a centralized political
structure.
But worst of all, under so many negative circumstances, the population loses
the natural consideration and respect
that human beings owe to each other
and the motivation to work properly.
Since their opinion does not count and
the system is so unfair and inefficient,
many others lose their integrity and.the
willingness to participate in community
affairs. Others, eager to get rich as fast as
possible help contribute to the corruption of government officials. The political
parties, instead of improving themselves
and the country's quality .of life, slowly
create their own destruction.
The situation gradually worsens and
increasingly confused and
the people
to lose faith in
out of balance
- continue
what they believe
to be a democracy.
Towards a Better World

How can any body feel integrated,

motivated and secure under a system

which does not promote social wellbeing and economic prosperity?
Yes, these very negative circumstanVene"es or similar ones are ruining the
zuelans, the Meicans
even worse, icr

-
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they suffer the dictatorship of one politibal party
many other people that
- and
claim to have
a democracy. This system
cannot work successfully. Instead of sup-

porting, it obstructs the natural positive
evolution of human beings. lt can only
continue to deteriorate and finally give
way to an even worse situation: a totali-

tarian regime.
It is surprising that most political leaders in these countries have not yet realized these simple facts. lt is obvious that
having decentralized democracies is the
main factor that has permitted the industralized.nations to reach such high levels
of social and material development.
Hence, if the people and the government of the more advanced countries
really want to help other countries reach
a balanced and prosperous way of life,
they should first have a clear understanding of what is truly happening within
those countries. As a result, they will primarily support and promote decentralized democracies with non-violent and
unobtrusive methods. They will maintain
a definite policy towards the rest of the
world, not an ambiguous and selfish one
as they have been frequently doing up to
now.

A well-intentioned, disinterested and
definite international aftitude is the only
way towards creating a better world. lt is
the only way to defeat negative political
structures and help humanity avoid suffering the indignities, limitations and
miseries that come from living under
centralized or totalitarian regimes. lt is

the only way in which the industralized
countries will gain world-wide friendship,
support and trust.
Handouts and easy trading of monev
and arms, in which some of the welldi:veloped nations have been engaged in
the last decades with other less developed.countries, can only increase corruption, frustration, laziness, violence and
chaos all over the world. Artificial economic measures cannot solve a situation
that requires from human beings the
proper amount of time and effort.

Under a decentralized political and
economic structure any population can
steadily work, prosper, and soon find balance and well-being. Like most things in
nature, human beings have a natural
tendency towards creating balance and
harmony. To do this they need the free-

dom and basii order that only a stable
and decentralized democracy can provide.
lvlR. AORELIO ARRFAZA, a citizen of Vene-

zuela. lives in New York.
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THE 0N80IET WOODS by Ramachandra Guha; Oxford University
Press; Post Box 31, Bombay 400
039;1989; pp.2l8; Rs. 175

(because authority in each case was
imposed differently) have been analysed in considerable detail. The conclusions Guha draws
how traditional

- their subjects
monarchies provided

a

safety valve by way of 'customary rebel-

lion', and the connections between
rural protest movements and organised politics
would be more of

interest to sociologists.

But for the lay

reader, the facts are compelling and
the story welltold, with very little jargon.

ln spite of the author's tendency to
repeat himself (most sociologists,

apparently, are similarly afflicted), the
book makes fascinating reading.

The economy of Uttarakhand relied
heavily on the forest
firewood, thatch
grass, medicinal herbs, leaf litter (used
as manure), fresh grass for cattle, even
(indirectly) water: extensive forest cover

-

Forests,

to

many, are

a

means of

livelihood, and the basis of a way of life

that for generations revolved around
forest produce. To others, they represent opportunity: timber for construction, or pine resin for industrial use.
When these competing perceptions of

Nature's bounty collide, the result is
usually trouble. Ramachandra Guha's
The Onquiet Woods tells the story of
the impoverishment of large parts of
the Garhwal Himalayas in Ottar Pradesh, and how large-scale commercial
forestry all but unravelled a social fabric
that had taken centuries to weave.
Guha traces the development of forestry in the two regions of Uttarakhand
(the hill districts of U.P.). Tehri Carhwal
was a princely state, where the ruling

ensured that the water table remained
high. Religion and folklore ensured the
practise of what is now known as ecologically sustainable land use. Communal
grazing lands and tree plantations were
carefully tended, and their use strlctly
regulated. Hilltops were often designated as sacred groves where grazing and
cutting were banned (such sacred
groves are found throughout the country, and in several cases have become
the nucleus of wildlife sanctuaries).

British rule was benign at first. Taxes
iwere light, and by and large the villagers

were left alone. ln the mid 1800s work
began on the national railway network.
Wood, particularly deodar, was required
for sleepers. A forest department was
set up in Kumaon in 1864 and a Forest

Act proclaimed a year later,

authority bolstered by the status of the
king as symbolic head of the Badrinath
temple. Kumaon was a colonial territory, annexed in 1815 and administered
by British bureaucrats. Both had similar social structures; and after the introduction of commercial f6restry, nearly

which
sought to ensure a continuous supply
of high-quality timber by restricting the
use of forests by the villagers. ln 1878,
forests were classified into two categories. 'Reserved forests' were closed to
villagers to enable the state to grow
wood exclusively for its own use. ln 'protected forests' they.were allowed limited

identical ecological changes were
imposed on them. The differences in
local reactions to these changes

access
but this right of access was
discretionary and could be terminated if
(and this happened regularly) a 'protec-

dynasty went back 1200 years, its

-

ted' area was reclassified as 'reserved'.

Over the next twenty years, some
10,000 square kilometres of forests
were reserved, and the production of
pine resin and turpentine increased
dramatically.

The restrictions, particularly those orr
cattle grazing, struck at the heart of the

local economy, and caused widespread resentment. Protests usually
took the form of the traditional Dhandak, where villagers would appeal
directly to the king for redressal. (The
king, with his quasi-dMne status, was
above reproach; his officials were not.)
Dhandaks were usually peaceful, but
as the burdens of forestry grew, so did
the violence. Large areas of forests that

were being used for timber or resin
extraction were torched. A British commissioner of Kumaon called the unrest
"a struggle for existence between the
villagers and the forest department; the

former to live, the latter to show

a

profit".

The concluding part of the book
deals with the Chrpko Andolan. Forest

policy in Uttarakhand remained much
the same even after independence, and
the floods and landslides in the Ala-

knanda valley in 1970 (widely attributed to deforestation) sparked off the
movement. lt started as a fight for the
rights of the villagers to their forests,
and grew into a campaign to save the

Himalayan eco-system from further
damage, in the process setting an
example to conservation movements
throughout the country.
Analyses of British rule in lndia usu-

ally dealwith the social, political or economic consequences. Guha's book is

probably the first to specifically discuss

the relationship between colonialism
and ecological decline, and on that
count will no doubt be welcomed by
sociologists. But it should appeal to a
far wider readership; in particular to

anyone interested in environmental
conservation. The Unquiet Woods is a

reminder
dependent

of how closely man i;
on the environment,
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what could happen if this relationship is

a teacher writing after more than forty

changed by administrative fiat rather

years of the events described. The treatment of the subject is rather emotional,
abounding in adjectives used generously to describe freedom fighters, the
rulers and others e.g. 'villainous game

than in consultation with those who will
be most directly affected.
Reviewed

by MR. AJAY VARADACHARY.

Assistant Editor, Bombay l{atural History
Socie$.

of divide and rule' 'Satanic plan

of

FROM
JOORNALISM IN INDTA
THE EARLIEST TII'IES -TO THE
PRESEM DAY by Rangaswami Par.
thasarathy; Sterling Publishers Private
Ltd., L-10. Greenpark Extension, New
Delhi; 1989; pp.400; Rs.250.

Nizam' (p.207). Martyrs and revolutionaries .are treated with special affection.
Their vivid description bears a testimony to the author's reverence for them.

INDLA'S FREEDOM STR0GGLE : AN
The book opens with. the 'First
EPIC OF SACRIFICE AND SUFF'ER- National Uprising
- l857'. Pradhan
ING by.G.P. Pradhan; Popular Praka- does not critically examine
if the uprisshan, Bombay; 1990: pp.235: Rs.l50 ing was truly 'national'. The fact that the
princes and sepoys had their own reasons and interests to launch the uprising has been overlooked. Also, Pradhan
deals only with the immediate causes of
the revolution. He does not mention the
general discontent among the lndians
against the East lndia Company, arising
out of the latter's attempt at reforming
Hindu society through legislation. Similarly, the rise of nationalism could have
been dealt with in a more detailed manner, especially the fact that the positive
aspect of British rule itself gave rise to a
national consciousness in lndia. This

needs more attention than what has
been bestowed by the author.

lndia's struggle

for

freedom has

The merit of the book is its vast coverage of the freedom movement in all
its phases in barely 216 pages. Pradhan
has highlighted the revolutionary
aspects of the freedom movement that
is often missed. He mentions the contribution of the revolt of the adiuasis,
Vahabis and Kukas; the Kakori Conspiracy Case; the Chittagong Armoury

"There is a great future for lndian
journalism"
Mr. Rangaswami Parthasarathy concludes
his interesting
and informative study of the history of
lndian journalism on this optimistic
note. lt may be presumed, though he
does not say so, that the 'great future'
he envisages is in terms of the number
of nervspapers and their circulation.
There is something naive about this
presumption. For, lndian journalism is
not a matter of a few hundred or a few

Raid; the underground movement, the thousand newspapers (used in the widPatri Sarkar in Satara and many other er sense of all publications) in one or
incidents that appear to have been long tuo languages. There are more than
forgotten by the people. He has also 20,000 publications in about 90langucatalogued several heroes and marlyrs ges. lndian journalism is thus a comlike Bhagat Singh, Sukhdeo, Rajguru, plex entity and any generalisation
Rash Bihari Bose, Jatin Mukherjee and about it is hazardous. Civen a graphical
lesser knowns like Babu Genu, Mallap- representation of the growth profile of
from Pune, C.P. Pradhan was awarded a pa Dhanshetty, Jagannath Shinde and all newspapers in every language and
special prize in an All India competition many others. The book will serve as region, one may see curves of all
in 1987, (the book does not give anY good reading for the younger genera- shapes.
information about the competition) for tion l,rrhich is now far removed from the
To take the case of the English daily
his book on India's freedom struggle. events described and has almost for- press, for instance. lt may be seen that
As one goes through the book one is gotten them.
while its rural penetration and reach is
convinced that the freedom fighter in
not significant over the years, its urban
Pradhan has scored over the teacirer in
base is not large enough to accommo-

inspired many a historian and researcher to pen down, perhaps. the most glorious saga in lndia's long history. When
an active participant decides to narrate
the story of the struggle for freedom, it
inevitably invites attention and the curiosity of the reader. A freedom fighter
and an eminent professor of English

him.

The book lacks the objective analysis

of the freedom movement expected of
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date new entrants into the field; in
Bombay, no English morninger started

during the last couple of years, has
managed to survive. People's prefer-

lli.t

'

i,., ences for one or the other old newspa- view of lndian journalism. For him, its
I-' per may have something to do with this history is an 'exciting tale' and a 'saga of

third editor got himself selected as a
candidate for election by the party in
newspapers carrying a variety of adver- dedication to a noble profession'. One power and threw his independence to
tisements over many pages are in is not sure whether it was really so, at the winds. The editor.of a newspaper,
demand. But it needs to be remem- any rate for the majority of the working whom Mr. Parthasarathy describes as
bered that with no lack of discourage- journalists who got into papers that the "father of investigative journalism"
ment to the learning of English, the were financially weak and were under was in and out of the paper in which he
readership of English papers will either constant threat of closure. Journalists now works after a stint in a rival paper
decline or rise only marginally. The of all ranks changed from paper to with pro-establishment leanings. Press
mortality of periodicals in English is paper; one of them set up a record by freedom is indeed a precious possesworking for 25 papers and another a sion that needs to be cherished at all
already disconcerting.
record of sorts by hopping from one times: But in the lndian context one
Mr. Parthasarathy is not so much PaPer to another with totally opposed does not know who uses it and to what
concerned with mai<ing a critical evalu- political aims' There was, no doubt, a PurPose.
Mr. Parthasarathy's is a useful book
ation of the quality of I'ndian journalism spirit of self-sacrifice under Candhian
as with tracing iG development over inspiration but journalists were very of reference to students, journalists and
2OO years sinJe John Company
days often the victims of the whimsicalities of laymen. He should organise his statisti'emerging
the proprietors. Hiring and firing of all cal material and, with additions, presand indicating the broad
ent it in a better way in future editions.
trends in its functio;ring. He is moie I and sundry were the order of the day.
He should specify the books and
narrator than an interpreter as his targeted readers are students of journal- To-day, the conditions of service of authors he quotes so that the curious
ism. He succeeds admirably in this task. working journalists have improved, reader may pursue his studies further.
He is at his best when he contrasts the thanks to the Press Commission and Reviewed by Mr. V..Sivaramakrishnan, formerV
role of the press before and after lnde- the Wage Board Awards. But formida- of the lndian Economic Service. currently Assonexus of ciate Editor of the Bhauan's Jouinal.
pendence. His portraits of the 'giants' of ble problems remain
- the the genG. Subramania lyer, Motilal big business with newspapers,
the past
Ghosh, -Bipin Chandra Pal, Tilak, eral spirit of competitiveness, the partiBesant, Kasturiranga lyengar, Sada- san aPproach to public issues, the THE INDTAN PARADOX, ESSAYS IN
nand (all founder-editors), Horniman, general obsession with politics and pol- INDI,AN POUTICS by Myron Weiner
Arthur Moore, Frank Moraes, Rama Rao iticians and a greater concern with per- (edited by Ashutosh Varshney) Sage
and N. Raghunathan (all journalist- sonalities than with issues. Mr. Publications, New Delhi; 1989;
are indeed scintillating cam- Parthasarthy takes adequate note of pp.336; Rs. 195
editors)
eos that- reveal close study and deep the increasing vogue of investigative
understanding of the subjects. His journalism and the writings of columthe nists. Here again, only a few names are
sketches of the 'centenarians'
- The
prominent and their writings do not
Amrita Bazar Patrika,'The Hindu,
Statesman, The Times of India, and consistently satisfu the exacting standThe Tribune provide a fund of inform'a- ards of truthfulness, accuracy and
tion not available in any extant publicp- fairness.
Uon on the lndian press.
Mr. Parthasarathy pays special attenThe author devotes considerable
tion to subjecs of vital interest to the space to the question of the freedom of
press and the people alike
big busi- the press
from the East lndia Comness ownership of multiple newspapers,
pany days- to the Congress (l) rule of
freedom of the press, the owner-editor 1984-89. By and large, it is a free press
relationship, code of ethics for journal- that operates in lndia with little or no
ists, irresponsible writing in the name of government control. There is, however,
'investigative journalism', the function- an air of unreality about discussions on
ing of the Press Council and the present the freedom of the press in the lndian
conditions and prospects of working context. Freedom for whom? For the
journalists. His quotations from the proprietor? For the editor? For the colreports of the two Press Commissions
umnist? Newspaper editors continue to
(1952-54 and 1980-82) in regard to be pawns in the hands of proprietors
these subjects are valuable as reference
who, in turn, are attached by political
material.
strings to men (or women) in Power.
The editor of a Bombay weekly found
To Myron Weiner, lndia is obviously a
Belonging, as he does, to an older himself the editor of a leading daily in
generation of journalists' and with a the capital in the eighties because the land of paradoxes. There is first of all
journalistic experience spread over Prime Minister s son wanted him there. the paradox of a poverty-stricken counnearly four decades, Mr. Parthasarathy Another editor was taken in at the try still remaining democratic. Then
takes a romantic, as against a realistic, behest of the Prime Minister and there is the paradox between monarchiphenomenon.

'
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thrown out when ordered to'do so. A

lt is also possible that adventure, patriotism, sacrifice and
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cal succession and a democratic system based on universal franchise. But
above all the supreme paradoxes, to
Weiner, is that we should still be able to

retain a democratic political system in
spite of the high level of political vio-

lence.

To Weiner, lndia is

baffling

because its democratic system functions in conditions viewed as inhospitable by existing theories of democracy.

The paradox cannot be explained
only in terms of the British tutelage
(though Myron Weiner cannot help noting the fact that, after all, democracy in

the third world has mostly survived in
the former British colonies) for then
how are we to explain Pakistan's inability to sustain democracy? The key to
understanding the Indian paradox is
that the country's singular good fortune
in being blessed by the presence of an
institution like the lndian National Congress which not only played a remarkable integrative role but was also able to
accommodate lndia's baffling plurality.
Weiner credits the Congress with
remarkable skills. lt succeeded in localizing many conflicts. lt manipulated the
federal system to divert several popular
movements and agitations and deflect
the wrath of the people from the Centre
towards state governments. However in
the reviewer's opinion, a moot question
is are we all better off today?
Weiner aJso deals with other aspects
of lndian politics and some of the things
he has to say are indeed insightful. For
instance, he finds that the lndian para-

dox disproves most Manist theorising.
Thus, agricultural and industrial policies, as he reveals, reflect different combinations of ideas and interests and are
not simply an expression of the interests of the same dominant class coalition.

After analysing the democratic elec!1971, 1977 and 1980, Weiner
tions of
concludes tlra! the Congress party is
decaying. He finds Rajiv Candhi's lndia
an immobilized democratic/
bureaucratic state. To quote him: "Pow-

erful interests within the

state

bureaucracy and public sector enerprises, a foreign policy establishment that

remains cautious and reactive, the
inheritance of a weak party organization, and the international environment

have thus combined to frustrate a
young and politically inexperienced
Prime Minister at every turn". According
F
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to Weiner, Rajiv had "for a brief historical moment, an opportunity for significant change. The moment appears to
have passed." To Weiner, the Congress

of the eighties was a far cry from its
resplendent past and he traces the
implications of its decay.

Writing in 1983 (Chapter 12)Weiner
observes, "The key to the institutional
structure still remains the party. So long
as lndia has at least one political party
capable of winning a party.majority (or
forming a stable coalition with others)

with a leadership that can effectively
manage the factional disputes within

the party itself... then the prospects are
reasonably good that the institutional

framework (read democracy) that has
functioned since independence with

only a single interlude can be

sus-

tained."
Today, the Congress is out of power

but we cannot vouchsafe for a stable
coalition government having replaced
it. lf Weiner is correct and the key to
understanding the lndian paradox is
indeed the party then the immediate
future does appear bleak.
Reviewed by PROF ADI H. DOCTOR, head of
the Department of Political Science, Goa Oniversity.

The institution of Dalai

Lama

emerged in Tibet in the fifteenth centu-

ry when Tibet enjoyed close relations

with Mongolla. The title itself is Mongolian in origin and "Dalai" means ocean

indicating wealth of knowledge possessed by or attributed to the Dalai
Lama. The first monk to receive the title

of Dalai Lama was Sonam Gyatso in
recognition of this work in spreading
Buddhism in Mongolia.

TIBET
A POLIICAL HISTORY by
Tsepon-W.D. Shakabpa; Potala Publications, New York; l9B4: pp.369
Price not stated.
Strategic considerations apart, historically, Tibet's importance has been due
to its Buddhist religion which attracted

adherents from neighbouring countries
such as Nepal, Mongolia and China.
Though Buddhism was imported from
lndia, the latter country had only scattered, albeit relaxed, contacts with Tibet
until the arrival of the British in the subcontinent. On the other hand, the centrality of conflict marks Tibet's relations
with China.

Pre-Buddhist Tibet adhered to the
Bon faith and it was not until 233 A.D.
that .Buddhism gained a foothold in
Tibet. lnterestingly, the institution of
kingship predates the Dalai Lama's as
the dominant mode of rule. Chinese
records even attribute Chinese names
to the earliest Tibetan kings who, at
times, were so powerful as to secure
vassalage from Nepal, Buima and several north lndian kingdoms.

Chinese instrusion

into

Tibetan

affairs was slow and piecemeal; it manifested itself during the region of the
Manchu Emperor Kang Hsi. Before this
development, Tibet was protected by
the Qoshot Mongols under Lhazang
Khan. The Kang Hsiemperor, who sent
large armies twice to Tibet, was responsible for installing the seventh Dalai
Lama in the Potala Palace. The Manchu
emperor also built a garrison and stationed troops in Lhasa to maintain law
and order.

Thereafter, many administrative
changes were made by the Chinese in
Tibet thereby setting a dangerous precedent. Chinese intervention in Tibet's
domestic politics also became a regular
feature of Tibetan history and Chinese
armies periodically marched into Tibet
on various pretexts. A garrison of Chinese troops under two officials (subsequently known as the Ambans) became
the permanent representatives of the
Manchus in Tibet until the fall of the

Manchu dynasty in l9l l. The Manchu
success in gaining a foothold in Tibet

$xr+i:l.lf
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was due largeiy to internal strife within
the country and the failure of the Dalai
Larnas in administering the temporal
affairs of their realm.

ln the nineteenth century Tibet
fought several wars with Nepal and
Ladakh and acquitted itself admirably
even though it had primitive weapons
and no Chinese assistance. ln one trea-

ty signed between Tibet and

Ladakh,

the Chinese emperor sought to implicate China in the agreement but failed
to figure in later Tibetan archives.
British policy towards Tibet was formulated some time in the mid-

nineteenth century when they made
Ladakh a dependency of Kashmir. Following the measure and other British
incursions, the Tibetan government ref-

used

to permit the British to build

a

resthouse near the Tibetan-Sikkimese
border. Events reached a climax on
March 21, 1888, when a brief skirmish
took place in which the Tibetan troops
were routed by the disciplined and wellarmed British soldiers. ln 1903 Lord
Cunon sent a British military mission to
Tibet under Colonel Francis Younghus-

band. When the Tibetans objected,
clashes took place until the badly-

ouLside that forum thus postponing the
Tibetan question.

From 1977 onwards the Communist
Chinese began building up their forces
in Tibet in order to push through radical

reforms in Tibet. Chinese propaganda
denounced Buddhism and other sacrosanct institutions of Tibetan society provoking widespread resistance by the
Tibetan people. On the night of March
17, 1959, the Dalai Lama escaped in
disguise to tndia and sought political
asylum.

Tibet

-A

Potitical History is a gem

of narrative history that details Tibet's
case for independence minutely and
meticulously. Its author, Tsepon W.D.

Shakabpa, had first hand experience as
Tibet's Secretary of Finance from 1930
to 1950. When the Dalai Lama went
into exile, Shakabpa became his official
representative in New Delhi until 1966
when he retired to take to scholarship.
This book was twenty years in the making and is written in a disarmingly simple style. lt is hoped that many Indians
will take the trouble to read this book
before the reality of Chinese occupation
erases all records of Tibet's glorious
past.

equipped natives were crushed by the

Revlcwed

invaders.

Journalist and personal assbtant to lvlr. Ram

by lGItlAL WADIIAWA a hcclance

Jethmalani

done a great deal of excellent work on
comparative literature and culture, published Sivaramakrishnan's essays, six-

teen of them in 1981-83. This year,
1990, momentous for lndia because of
Nelson Mandela's visit, was deemed a
fitting occasion to release these essays
in the form of a book.
That lndia and Africa have a great
deal in common is a well-known fact.
But thatAfrican writing, particularly the
work of Nigerian and Kenyan writers
such as Chinua Achebe, Wole Soyinka
and Ngugi wa Thiong'o, reflects many

of the post-colonial problems that have
beset us in this country, is not so wellknown. Nelson Mandela has repeatedly
Chinese intrusions into Tibet as well as
acknowledged his debt to Mahatma
Chinese interference in Tibet's internal
Candhi, and it is therefore more than
THE
AFRICAN
MIND
by
V.
Sivaramaaffairs. The Dalai Lama even visted
appropriate that Mr. Sivaramakrishnan
Peking to stop Chinese harassment of krishnan; Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan:
should dedicate his book on Africa to
pp.
1990;
139;
Rs.35
Tibetan monasteries. Overtly, the ChiMandela who is one of the few true

Throughout the first decade of the
twentieth century, there were various

nese agreed

to

cease meddling in

The author of The African Mind, is
Tibetan affairs but, in reality, their goal
well-acquainted with the work
bertainly
was nothing short of invasion of Tibet.
African
writers. V. Sivaramakrishnan
of
When the invasion did not take place in
was
one
of
the officers of the lndian
1910, Tibet complained to the British
Economic
by the GovService
who, however, remained non- ernment of lndia todeputed
Tanzania
under the
committal.
lndian Technical and Economic

Co-operation programme

After the death of the thirteenth Dalai
Lama who had succeeded in making
Tibet into an independent nation, there
was civil strife within the country. Dur-

ing World War ll Tibet maintained its
neutrality and had scattered contacts
with some of the belligerents. On Octo-

ber 7, 1950, China attacked eastern
Tibet. But when the issue of the Chinese invasion was in the U.N., lndia rec-

ommended settlement of the dispute

during

1979-82. Besides planning Tanzanian
industries, Sivaramakrishnan took a
remarkably keen interest in the life of
people around him, even going so far
as to study whatever information was
available on African culture. He had
necessarily to confine himself to Africans writing in English, or at least to
translations of French and Portuguese
African writing. The Bharatiya Vidya
Bhavan which has through the years

Gandhians left.

Sivaramakrishnan's

book

confines

itself to the culture of the people of the
east, south. and west of Africa, perhaps

because it is here that literature in
English is both prolific and accessible.

Through his essays there run some
common themes which link up writers
widely separated by geography and ethnicity. ln earlier years. African writers

concentrated on the conflict arising out

of colonial domination, and the forcible
conversion of Africans to alien religions.

s early novels, for exarnple,
describe the self-contained life of a

Achebe

tribe, irappy atrd content sirtrply
because it has not been tested by

change. This static bliss is swept away
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by the intrusion of the white man armed

with bible and gun. A crisis of identity
and an anguish of isolation is the consequence. This is so, too, in the novels
of the Kenyan writer, Ngugi wa Thiong'o. There are also the novels of transition where the things of the white man
have come to stay, though the white
man himself is preparing to leave. The
legacy, as both Achebe and Ngugi

demonstrate through their fiction, is
neither pleasant nor beneficial. The

of these writers
reveals even more terrible truths, for we

post-colonial fiction

now see neo-colonialism in action

exploitation of the black by the black.
Corruption and crime in the name of
politics rear their ugly heads, supported
by devilish military might. Coups are the
order of the day, and little else seerm to
happen, especially in Nigeria.
Faced with this kind of modern tyranny, Wole Soyinka, the Nobel Laureate,
uses Yoruba ritual and tradition to set
out universal truths. Like Sarqe, he is
ultimately concerned with one subject
freedom. Believing that "the man
-dies who keeps silent in the face of tyr-

can Ghetto. While some of the writers
like Wole Soyinka, are complex and
subtle, using metaphor as he would
everyday speech, others like the 'Onitsha' group are naively simple, content
to write from a mere narrative point of
view. Sivaramakrishnan even extends

ture, the book is too simplistic in its
findings. However, as the Covernor of
Maharashtra, Shri C. Subramaniam has

his vision to include Alex Haley's Rools,
and V.S. Naipaul'sA Bend in the Riuer,
providing his readers with a perspective
from which to look at Africa both from
within and without.

said in his foreword, the book is certainly an encouragement to read and know
much more of African literature, so that
"the magic of Nature, beyond the ken of
human eye", may send its message

The Afrtcan Mind is largely an
attempt to arouse an interest in the
myriad ways of African life, and in this
Sivaramakrishnan has certainly suc-

not expect academic criticism from

ringing into the human consciousness.
Reviewed by DR. OSFTA HEMMADI. Lecturer in
English (Retd.) Elphinstone College and the
SNDT Post.Graduate Centre, Bombay.

ceeded. For the student of African literature, this book reminds one of Ezekiel
Mphahlele's words: "ls the South African experience just another 'myth of

the wounded Adam?' I do know a lot
about the wound. lt is not impossible to
give artistic expression to the cry and
despair to the hope." While one must

anny", he has even spent a long and
painful spell in prison for speaking out
bluntly against the exploitation of his
people.

Sivaramakrishnan has brought out
other aspects of the African psyche. He
shows how African literature directs us
to a whole way of life
the place of the
mother in the family -(this is so, despite
the fact that till recently, most African
tribes encouraged a man to marry
many wives as a sign of his status within
the tribe), the love of one's profession,

the myriad gods and ancestors, and
most of all, the unity of the extended
family and of the village-clusters.
lncluded too, are the many aphoristic
and pictursque sayings of the various
tribes such as the charming lbo proverb, "A person who has not secured a
place on the floor should not begin to
look for a mat:"

Casting his net very wide indeed,
Sivaramakrishnan writes on writers
from Chana such as Ayi Kwei Armah,
Nuruddin Fara from Somalia, Amos
l-utuola. one of the very early Nigerian
writers, Ruhumbika from Tanzania, the
Senegalese Sembene Ousmane, and
the South African, ,Alex La Guma,
whose A Walk in Urc Night, evokes all
the squalor and filth of the South Afrif rt'edont
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friendly venture such as Sivaramakrishnan's, it must also be pointed out that
for the serious reader of African litera-
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